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CHAPTER I
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TERM HILL".
Since the science of psychology had some of its
origins in philosophy, it is fitting for us in tracing the
historical development of a psychological term to follow its
rise from the earliest Greek philosophers to the present time.
Writers differ in their interpretation of the term
will. To some it is a thing in itself, complete and elemental;
to others it is a part of the soul; and others use it t o design-
ate various functions of the mind in action. It is, of course,
essential to understand the points of view of the various
authorities in order to understand their concepts of the terms
will and volition (or act of willing).
The problem of the 'freedom of the will' perplexed the
ancients and we find vigorous controversies concerning the
primacy of the will as opposed to the primacy of the intellect.
The problem of 'freedom of the will' i 8 f special concern to
ethics and is now relegated as such. It need not concern us
in this study. Colvin (u# states, however, "that empirical
psychology must affirm the freedom of the will. It may
leave to metaphysics the ultimate question of freedom and deter-
minism, tut for itself as psychology, it knows no mechanical
necessity. Man may be metaphysically determined, he is empir-
ucally free." \Wworth( 79 ) , on the other hand, says that the
'freedom of the will' is limited by the forces inherent in the
individual's nature. He agrees with our stand in relegating th,
problem of 'freedom of the will' to philosophy.
4 Numbers refer to itams in the bibliography. See appendix.
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Turning to the Greek philosophers, we find that their
discussion concerned the will as related to the reason and to
right doing and living. Socrates (is) develops the notion
that the wil^ is wither nothing at all or simply the reason
when it is in action. Man has "by nature a tendency to stride
after happiness and this is the root of all desire. Man should
desire the good. Socrates is thus connecting motivation of
action with correct knowledge and insight. Plato (35) main-
tains the same notion in regard to the connection of right
knowledge and decision, although placing his emphasis on ration-
alization rather than on conduct or activity. (?) He main-
tains a purely psychological freedom hut adheres to the Socratic
doctrine that the evil man, wanting in right knowledge does not
act with freedom.
Aristotle (56), as is characteristic of Greek philos-
ophy, accommodates feeling and will, to the rational side of human
nature. He makes volition a form of desire and makes the point
of which we shall hear later, that every desire aims at something
The perfect will i 8 a conation completely rationalized. For
Aristotle perfect will must appear right in the light of reason;
the life of feeling is a lower existence to which man only des*
cends when he fails to maintain the dignity of his rational
nature. The ideal character is that of the man who never fails
to act from reason.
The Stoics, in discussing the freedom of the will,
generally ended in an unequivocal determinism. Aside from the
discussion of freedom, we find that Zeno (53) makes will one of
the desirable qualities of the mind. He says "there are three
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good dispositions of the minds joy, caution, and will , ^ill
is the opposite of desire since it is a rational wish. Under
the head of will are classed goodwill, placidity, salutation
and affection. M
Gregory of Nyssa (58) seems to regard the mind as
exercising will to cause action. He says, 'Those who give
precedence to the heart as the seat of the intellect regard its
location as a proof of their affirmation as it occupies the cen-
tral part of the whole body. For this reason the exercises of
the wi
,
!. ! can easily "be transmitted from the center throughout
the whole "body and can thus proceed into action." Gregory is
one of the first faculty psychologists. He designates the
various parts of the soul as mental faculties in contrast to
Augustine who insists "t>on the strict unity of the soul. Later
writers, especially the Neo-plat onist s, modified and combined
the doctrines of the Stoics and Platonists. Will is mentioned
only occasionally. Origen (is) calls the will "rational
desire" and affiliates it with love and reason. Galen (is)
says that the wjj^l is wholly dependent upon the temperament.
The early theologians of the Christian era also dis-
cuss the matter of freedom of choice. They consider problems
different from those presented in the ancient theory of un-
equivocal determination of the will by the idea of the good.
St. Augustine (9,17,58), gathering the results of what was best
in Greek psychological thought, comes to the conclusion that
mental life shows itself in three fundamental functions: in-
tellect, w^ll. and self-conscious memory. All are interdependent
and interactional. He displaces the primacy of idea for the
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primacy of the wi 11
.
The doctrine of freedom of Augustine has
led to numerous disputes in the early theological writings. The
dogmas of original sin, diyine grace, and predestination colored
the views of their various exponents and endless disputes have
arisen.
Scholastic jqe ri.qd
Psychology is not active after the time of Augustine
until the thirteenth century. The writers of the scholastic
period give considerable attention to the will. Thomas
Aquinas (9,17,55,58) and Duns Scotus in discussing the primacy
of the wi
,
!! or the intellect lead up to a severe controversy con-
cerning the problem of the will . Aquinas makes the intellect
superior to the w^ll and declares that the will must necessarily
strive for that which is recognized by the intellect as good.
Of free choice, will decided upon the best of the possibilities
shown to it by the intellect. This soon ends in intellectual
determinism. Aquinas also makes the division of desire into
two grades, sensuous desire and rational will
. The Thomists or
followers of Thomas Aquinas are important in that they unite the
biological and metaphysical conceptions of the mental life.
The Scotists (0,1?) or followers of Duns Scotus placed
their emphasis on the primacy of the will. Like Aquinas, Scotus
believed that wi.1,1 necessarily strove toward happiness. He
analyzes wij^l into passive will-actions (caused) and active will-
actions (free). With him will is the directing power back of
knowledge, intelligence is instrumental and ideas are only
occasional causes of action. In a confused mass of ideas only
those are recognized toward which the w^ll spontaneously directs
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its attention and thus increases their intensity. This
thought has its parallel in modern writers. Some of the pupils
of Duns Scotus (55) try to modify the autocracy of the will "by
approaching slightly the Thoraastic point of view, Pet reus
Aurelous gives the will an intellectual activity dependent upon
it and yet not aware of its aim. William of Cccaip grants wi ll
perfect freedom in the sense of arbitrary choice. Ocaam
connects the affective side of life with the volitional proceeses
He is known as an indet erminist
.
Classical period
.
In the classical period of the problem of freedom of
the will we find' Euridan (35) saying that the will must have
motives in order to decide and is free to decide only when the
motives are of equal intensity.
Descartes (17,55) in ascribing all matters of commun-
ication "between the mind and "body to the pineal glarid naturally
said that the will acted upon the pineal gland and caused it to
compel the muscles to serve its purpose. He seems to make the
^i
,
11 the instrument by which the soul acts upon the pineal gland,
that in turn acting upon the 'spirits' controls the muscular
action. True freedom consists herein: with imperfect knowledge
to restrain from willing, and with perfect knowledge to allow
that knowledge to work as the decisive motive.
Spinoza (5) in his geometrically phrased "Ethics" makes
the following propositions:" Prop. 48. There is in the mind no
absolute or free will; but the mind is determined to this or
that volition by a cause, which has itself been determined by
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another cause, this again by another and so on to infinity.
'I mean "by wil l not desire, "but the faculty of affirming or
denying .
'
Prop. 49. There is in the mind not volition, that is, no
affirmation or negation, except that involved in an idea in that
it is an idea.
Corr. Wi ll and understanding are one and the same thing."
Faculty psychology
..
Leaving out of account the various problems that
perplexed the writers from Descartes to Wolff, let us turn to
a consideration of the faculty psychologists. Wolff (9.17)
is the leader of the school. The activity of the soul t says
Wolff, takes on different directions, appearing in different
'faculties* of which the logical faculty is fundamental. The
active faculty of will, is due to the same fundamental movement
of the soul. He then reduces will or the 'power to desire'
to a dependence on the 'power to know' . Voluntary actions
are of the same nature as the effort to bring ideas to greater
intensity. Hartley (o), another faculty psychologist
,
mentions will as one of the five 1 facult ies ' of mind.
H. Tappan, in his kook on the doctrine of the will(72)
states that the mind has three cardinal faculties- intelligence,
sensitivity, and will
. Ml doing or causation is comprehended
in the third, The three elemental faculties are mutually
helpful and interdependent, the first two are necessary and the
third is free. The intelligence furnishes the will with
law8 and rules of determination and action; the sensitivity
furnishes it with the inducements of pleasurable excitements
to determination and action.
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Absolut
e
.t heory
.
Kant (34 ,51) raises the will into a transcendental
faculty. By his sharp distinctions of sense, intelligence,
and reason he further entrenches the idea of faculties. He
distinguishes intellect, feeling, and will . Intellect and
will refer to objects, feeling to the self. The making of
the will an absolute faculty solves some of the problems
which have perplexed earlier writers and is an introduction
to certain philosophical discussions of volition, which follow
later. This is evident in Schopenhauer (SO, 52) who declares
that will is the controlling force of mind. For him the
will constitutes the inner, true, and indestructible nature of
man: in itself it is unconscious. In addition he states
that every true act of will must also of necessity "be a movement
of the "body. His concept of will is the "basis for his
metaphysical system of voluntarism.
Hartman allies this voluntary theory with science
"by seeking confirmation of the presence of will in nature.
This is evidenced by the show of instinct and animal impulse
throughout the living world.
Nietzsche (25,45) with his doctrine of the 'Will
to power', follows the earlier writers and bases his entire
metaphysical system upon voluntarism. He says that "willing
is above all something complicated. In all willing, there
is first a plurality of sensations, accompanying muscular
sensations, secondly a ruling thought, and third the will
is, in addition to sensation and thinking an eirotion, the
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emotion of command, Nietzsche's entire thought is "built
upon the notion of the 'Will to power'. It is unfortunate
that his great work which was to have set forth this theory
is detail was never completed.
Coming back to a consideration of English writers, w
find Locke (6,9) at the threshold of empirical psychology
(psychology "based upon experience). The will receives
scant notice. It is an original movement of the mind, an
effort motivated "by uneasiness. The motive force is
represented "by the simple ideas of pleasure and pain, which
mean uneasiness and power.
Condi llae (9) of the French school, who is a sensat-
ionalist pure and simple, defines will and impulse as the pre-
sence in mind of a dominant idea of advantage or pleasure, and
attention as the presence in mind of an intense sensation.
The Germans following Wolff develop a school of
'faculty' psychologists. Fichte (9,1?) is the first to
repudiate the idea of faculty psychology. He develops
whet he calls a history of consciousness with will as the
moving ferce. He makes a series of stages with "blind
impulse on one extreme ana free and absolute will on the
other. Schelling (l?) a follower of Fichte, places even
greater emphasis on the evolution of consciousness and "brings
absolute will-activity as a development of sensation through
the stages of productive intuition, reflection, and judgment.
Hegel (17) unites will and idea and declares that
they are fundamentally the same. He agrees with Aristotle
in that will is reason or morality.
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Genetic t.he.o.rie^e.
•
From the absolute theories of the wi 11 we may turn
to what Klemm styles (55) the het erogenet ic theories. A
het erogenit ic theory implies spontaneous generation from other
mental phenomena. Herbalrt (5,24,55), whose system of psych-
ology is purely mechanistic, says that mind is an equilibrium
of the idea-forces, and the mental life a constant play of
forces in action. The principles which control the play of
ideas are persistence, fusion, and inhibition. Will is the
consciousness of the dynamic side of the play of ideas the
tension of the idea toward clear presentation, its reaction
against inhibition. Each idea below the threshold of consc-
iousness is an impulse or striving toward an idea. When the
rising into consciousness of an idea is hindered and consciously
inhibited, there is desire, and when it is released by the idea
of the end of satisfaction, or when fulfillment is added, it
becomes volition proper. Voluntary movements arise by means of
the associations of feelings with perceived movements.
Fouillee (<24) bases his entire system of thought upon
these 'idea-forces'. He recognizes the control of action by the
self. If the action toward a certain action is isolated and
unopposed the action is certain to ensue. Will is a very
complex process needed to bring about action. Attention is
will directed toward mental processes.
Mach (40) states that all cental concepts are made
up of varying numbers and combinations of what he styles
elements. These may be termed sensations if the term
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sensation is used in a broad sense. All perceptions, ideas,
volition, and emotion are made up. of these elements.
Various writers follow Herbart in attempting to derive
will from other mental processes. Drobisch, in analyzing
mind separates it into masses of ideas. He says concerning
will, " our mind possesses will , in so far as it has masses of
ideas, ^hose content represent what is willed, and whose
striving exercises a decisive control over other ideas and
combinations of ideas." Waitz (55) depicts will as a combin-
ation of idea and feeling. Desire is the unpleasant feeling
that arises when some pleasant idea is at the same time recog-
nized as not present to the senses.
After the time of Barwin the problem of growth or
development by means of evolution enters into psychology.
Spencer (55) treats mind as acquired social experience, trans-
mitted by heredity. All concrete mental states are compounds
resolvable by analysis. He makes will the mental represent-
ation of the .act which follows the actual accomplishment of the
act. The complex volitional act is preceded by a reproduction
of the nervous excitation which actually occurred during a
former action.
.
His governing principles- memory, reason,
feeling, and will- are induced as the automatic actions become
complei, infrequent, and hesitating. Spencer describes as
will the passing of an ideal motor ehnnge tending to become
a real change at the expense of another ideal motor change.
In a voluntary act of the simplest kind, we can find nothing
beyond a mental representation of the act, followed by the
performance of it. \Vili disappears as the movements tend to
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"become automatic. This is the converse of the previous
evolution. Thus we learn to walk by will , but as it becomes
automatic the child no longer thinks of making his legs move
but thinks of the place to which he is going.
Other psychologists, uniting the notions of evolution
with observed facts, lead up to a theory that will is a
power given partly by inheritance and partly acquired by the
individual. This view is a compromise between the theory
that voluntary movements are entirely acquired by the indiv-
idual and the theory that the power of will is derived from
inheritance. Bain (5) attempts to coordinate the two previous
theories. He holds that a primordial element called
spontaneous energy of the body, a predisposition of the moving
organs to eome into operation of their own accord previous
to stimulation, is the basis for development of voluntary
movement. Some of these random movements happen by chance
to bring the organism into some happy adjustments which are
pleasurable. There is an association between the pleasure
and the movement which brought it about ; and the memory of the
pleasure in order to prolong the gratification incites a rep-
etition which serves to fix the adjustment and make the move-
ment more or less automatic. Bain classifies the mental
processes as:- the intellect, feeling, and volition. Intellect
has thcee primitive properties-- discrimination, retention, and
similarity. In volition there are influences wither assisting
or obstructing the proper intellectual forces. Association
is one of the influences in question according to his theory.
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Sully (71) holds that a child is born with certain
random, reflex, and instinctive movements. These original
involuntary movements "bring about a change in the child's
condition, whether to lessen discomfort or to introduce a
positive element of pleasure, and the child's attention is
called to them. The association of pleasure with the move-
ment which caused it is the necessary antecedent to the con-
scious pursuit of an end.
James ( 50 ) also recognizes the importance of random
movements as necessary antecedents of voluntary movements.
When a movement has once occurred in a random, reflex, or
involuntary way, there remains in the memory an image of the
movement which can he desired, proposed, and deliberately
willed. But sensations and movements must be given "before
we can have a voluntary act.
Khlpe also holds that voluntary action is derived
from accidental movements and their consequences. He ac-
cepts as far as they go the theories of Herbart
,
Lotze, and
Bain, in their explanation of the origin of voluntary actions
through the mechanical connection "between the idea of the re-
sult and the movement. If this were the only condition,
however, there could "be no self-determination and man would
he a mere machine. Here Kiiflpe accepts the explanation of
Wundt (82) who avoids the difficulty "by distinguishing "be-
tween associative and apperceptive connections. The former
are the results of given relations "between ideas, while the
latter imply a comparative and selective activity of the
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subject. Will and apperception for Wundt are "but phases of
the same process. He remarks that in the child we may ob-
serve in the first day the earliest beginning of simple
volitional acts of an impulsive character. The first re-
flexes are those caused by hunger. The first movements in
which an antecedent motive is to be recognized without a doubt
are the grasping movements which begin in the twelfth to the
fourteenth week. Here we have the first clear symptoms of
sense perception as well as the existence of a simple vol-
itional process made up of motive, decision, and act. Some-
what later intentional imitative movements are to be observed.
Very gradually, usually not until after the seventh month,
complex volitional acts develop from these simple ones. Wundt
differentiates between simple and complex volitional acts and
shows that some volitional acts may in some cases become re-
flex movements when the characteristic feeling of resolution
entirely disappears.
Dewey ( 18 ) recognizes in the child original motor
impulses which have no definite adjustment, but are spent
through the whole system and give place to random movements.
These original impulses are discharged through the channels of
least resistance. These channels are phylogenet ically
determined. Every movement is accompanied by a sensation
which becomes the symbol of the movement. Soon by associatio
we learn what each act stands for and the movement becomes
localized as the idea of the act becomes definite. A child
at first moved the whole body but later the motor impulse is
more definitely directed and only the part willed to be moved
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moves. The successive steps in the development of volition
according to Dewey are: first, there is awakened the state
of mind known s.s desire, which arises from impulse which has
achieved a certain end which it discovered to he pleasant or
painful, and the state of mind of either desire or aversion
arises. Second, there is the conflict of desires, concluded
by the process of deliberation and choice; then the formation
of an end of action which serves as the purpose or motive of
action. This motive, acting upon the muscles, achieves
the goal of the will which is satisfaction.
Preyer's (5?) theory is another genetic consideration.
He states that many reflexes of the infant at "birth are al-
ready strongly marked. The coordination of these reflexes
with the muscles and pleasant feelings make the development
of the will possible. Bair, (s) of the University of Lichigan,
in some studies on the development of voluntary control, studies
the methods and processes involved in acquiring control over
a group of muscles rarely used. He selects the retrahens
of the ear because of the inability of most people to use it.
He makes the following conclusions: learning to use a new
muscle is a matter of association with another muscle which
can "be already used voluntarily; there is no sense of in-
nervation until a movement is effected; in learning a movement
the power to contract varies with the fluctuation of attention.
First the muscles in the special region must be innervated
with the hope that in the general effect there may he an element
of the movement sought for. When this movement is once made,
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the sensation will "be cognized and an effort made to increase
the sensation. When the impulse has once reached the muscle
the process "becomes one of segregation, specialization, and
analysi s
.
With the above let us leave the question of the
origin and formation of the will with the thought of Mrfnster-
berg (45) who considers all volitional processef as com-
plicated reflexes and attempts biogenet ically to trace the
evolution of voluntary acts out of useful reflexes. He also
analyzes the outer volitional action into its psychological
parts, which he finds to be sensations of innervation. If,
before a real movement, certain muscle sensations are anti-
cipated, they produce the conscious state called willing.
The various theories of the will are not exactly
distinguishable. One author usually contributes parts of
several different theories. In the following discussion
we have placed each writer according to his outstanding feature
or point of emphasis.
Emqt i.ona i_.the o ri_es
Taking up the 'emotional theory' of the will , we find
that Hume (S5), early in the eighteenth century, states that
will never comes into being without a charact erist ic affective
accompaniment. Bain, as we have already seen, finds that the
elements of volition were in a spontaneous activity guided by
the feelings. Wundt ' s (82) emotional theory of the will is
a noteworthy one in that it makes feeling, emotion, and will
progressive stages of processes. Every emotion made up of
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interrelated affective processes may terminate in one of two
ways. It may give way to the ordinary course of feelings or
it may pass into a sudden change in ideational and affective
content, which "brings the emotion to a sudden close. Such
changes in the sensations and affective state, prepared for "by
the emotion (and ending the emotion), are called volitional
acts. An emotion is of a lower stage than a volitional
process just as feeling is a low state of emotion. The emotions
which come from sense-feelings and the social emotions of love,
hate, anger, revenge are in many cases the common origin of
will . A volition is distinguished in such cases from "an
emotion only "by the fact that the former has added to its
emotional components an external act that gives rise to feelings,
which, through contrast with the feelings contained in the
emotion, bring the emotion itself to an end. There is no
feeling or emotion which does not in some way prepare for a
volitional act." Wundt divides the volitional processes into
simple volitional or impulsive acts; complex volitional
processes or voluntary acts in which several feelings or ideas
in the emotion tend at the same time toward different external
ends; and selective acts or a choice, where there is a con-
flict of antagonistic motives preceding the act. Volition
is divided into two stages. "In contrast to the first stages
of a volition, which cannot be clearly distinguished from an
ordinary emotional process, the last stages of volition are
absolutely characteristic. They are marked by accompanying
feelings which never appear anywhere "but in volitions, and
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must therefore be regarded a3 specific elements peculiar to
volition." These elements are feelings of resolution, feel-
ings of decision and later the feeling of activity. The
feelings of resolution accompany the voluntary acts and the
feelings of decision the selective acts. The intellectual
processes cannot determine volution without arising emotions
in soae way. They have, however, the power of modifying
the emotions, especially those which prepare for the volitional
acts. As we have noted preciously, the volitional acts may
retrocede into reflex acts or mechanical processes by an
elimination of all psychical elements, (cf. Spencer .p. 10
)
Lipps (35) evolves another form of emotional
theory of volition which ends in metaphysical discussion.
For every feeling of effort there is a special psychical activ
ity of striving that is hindered or overcomes hindrances in its
natural progress. This theory is too vague and unintellig-
ible to serve our -resent purposes,
Wundt in addition to the emotional content of will,
emphasizes the feeling of innervation. This is also held to
be of prime importance in will psychology by Helmholtz, Bain,
Mach and others. (10)
Attent ion
i
theo_rie
r
8
>
•
James proposed the theory of the kinaesthetic image
in place of the innervation theory. In James' celebrated
chapter on the Will, (so) we find these statements concerning
the point in question. " A supply of ideas of the various
movements that are possible left in the memory by experiences of
their involuntary performance is thus the first prerequisite
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of the voluntary life. Whether or no there be anything else
in the mind at the moment when we consciously will a certain
act, a mental conception made up of memory images of these
sensations, defining which special act it is, must "be there."
This last statement is known as James' classical theory of
volition. " In perfectly simple voluntary acts, there is
nothing else in the mind but the kinaesthetic idea, thus defined,
of what the act is to "be." Voluntary acts are secondary,
not primary functions of our organism. For James the effort
of attention is the essential phenomenon of the will . He
names the attending of the wi ll to a difficult object and
holding it fast before the mind, the fiat.. As a physiological
consequent it is supposed that immediate motor consequences
ensue. James makes a distinction between certain types of
character which are important to our study in that they show
individual differences in the power of will : namely, the
ej^losive and obstructive types, depending upon the absence
or the presence of inhibition or inhibitory powers.
The attentive portion of will calls to mind a
statement in a recent work by Hollingworth and Poffenberger (28)
which says:" Another characteristic of our original equipment
is that out of all the stimuli which affect our sense organs,
certain ones come clearly into consciousness T~hile others are
crowded out. This means that we are born with a tendency to
pay attention to certain kinds of stimuli in preference to
others, or that we naturally attend to some kinds of objects.
This natural attention is of great importance, for it forms the
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foundation of the highest forme of attention.... We are torn
with the possibility of a certain strength of attention, and
it is this difference in the native attentive strength which
is responsible for much of the difference in accomplishment
of different individuals!"
Pillsbury (5Z>) correlates wi 11 and movement and deduces
from the fact that since action in general is dependent upon
sensation, and attention controls the entrance of sensations,
the fact that attention must control, action. In acquiring
a movement for the first time attention is effective in three
ways I- in selecting from chance movements those interesting
for further repetition, in selecting the essential part of
the complex movements thus acquired for retention, and in
choosing from known movements the one "best suited for the
purpose undertaken. Choice is then tut a result of attending'
to one or two possible sensations or ideas with the correspond-
ing movement. "In general, will may be defined as attention
applied to the control of movement."
Titchener (74) says concerning will:" so far as I
can see, the term will affords the best general title for two
great groups of psychological facts- the facts of attention
and the facts of action. " Titchener accepts the theofry
of Ward and Wundt in regard to the genetic theory of will.
Ward says "volition cr something analagous to it has in the race
as in the individual invariably preceded habit" and Cope declares
that "even the a.utom-tic 'involuntary' movements of the heart,
intestines, reproductive systems, were organized in successive
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states of consciousness." T it chener, however, does not
agree with Wundt concerning the presence of feeling <J£uring
the will act thus defined.
Experiment &1 .det^erminat i o&s .
Turning to st ill Shot
K
4 r sort of theory, we find Stout
(56) saying " The mental attitude of voluntary decision is
distinguished "by the dependence of the act on the belief that
we are going to perform it. The preponderance of the idea
of the end must involve the mental affirmation that our action
shall he directed to its attainments." The 'self must
enter into the decision. l he emphasis is thus thrown upon
the determining tendencies.
By means of the reaction experiment
,
(2) Ach "brings
out the fact that choice is guided "by the situation and the
mental content. Ach first aske his subjects to move the
right finger when a letter E is shown and the left ^hen the
letter was shown. The times required for making erac 1 -
movement are measured. He has found that there is no real
decision after the cards are shown "but that the movements are
made at one-? "because of the previous preparat ior. . When the
subject is left free to react with either finger, it is found
that more time is taken than when the finger to "be moved is
prescribed. These facts may "be regarded as indicating that
the first form of reaction gives play to choice, while the
others are determined Toy the conditions of the experiment, the
purpose of the moment. The task or purpose serves to control
the choice just as it does to determine association. In
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everyday life, the purpose is replaced by the situation or
environment and general attitude.
In another experiment of Ach,(l) where the problem is
to find a rhyming syllable for a syllable to which a strong
association with another non-rhyming syllable has been fixed by
repetition, the effort of overcoming association is shown.
Ach distinguishes in the choice the following factors: feelings
of strain in head, forehaed, and the organs called into play;
the factor of the end in view either as intention, visual image
or other concepts; the feeling of effort which is found only in
very energetic decisions; and the actual feeling of wi lling , a
a personal embracing of the decision, for the self to be moment-
arily identified with the movement to be made. Afr the moment
the self is thus identified with the alternative, the choice
is made and tUsie action ensues*
This theory is also concurred in by Michotte and Prtfm
(10,55). In Prtfm's experiment, numbers are shown and the
observer is told to add or subtract. If the observer is told
to do either one or the other of the two operations the delay
is not noticeable, but if the choice of operations is left to
the observer the delay is noticeable as a choice and deliberation
are introduced- Unlike Ach, Prtfm brings the choice under the
experimental conditions. With Ach the choice is made before
the observer sees the alternatives. In PriSm? s experiment the
choice is made during the reaction, after a deliberation and
discussion of the motives. Prtfm and Michotte, who studied
with him, differentiated between decision and cinsent . The
firs, has a content of 'consciousness of action* which the latter
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has not. They also analyze the consciousness of action as
a characteristic of truly voluntary acts, taking the form of
a personal turning toward one alternative or active designation.
In some way the 'self' is identified with the voluntariness
of the act
•
Barrett (10) in a series of experiments, also upon
reaction times, used liquids of differing degrees of pleasant-
ness and unpleasantness. These are tested in advance and
designated by symbols which have no other associations than
with the liquids. Here the choice is made without any
peculiar new activity and the liquid is chosen because of its
arrangement "by the observer in an order of agreeableness
.
The motives of choice then are effective because they appeal
to certain instinctive, habitual and social traits in a man's
nature. Concerning the learning process, Barrett advocates
the strengthening of the underlying motives.
It is impossible at this time to summarize all the
experimental work that has been accomplished, hence the above
meagre account must suffice.
Training- of the will .
Speaking of the problem of education of the will
brings us to a consideration of Payot * s treatise on that subject
(o£). £ayot urges the study of the will as a means of becoming
as we desire to be. Among the 1rra.it s which he ascribes to the
will are persistence, sustained attention, capacity of being-
influenced, and the power of distinguishing and choosing the
pleasant. His treatise is not scientific or theoretical but
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the above traits seem to be worth our attention as making up
what is known as the wj 11 . In regard to training the will we
do not venture an opinion. In fact there seem to be (ffifference*
among the authorities of the day. Judd and Thorndike indicate
that it is possible but Angell refers to training of the wil l
as "mere twaddle".
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CHAPTER II
SOME CURRENT CONCEPTIONS OF THE TERM "WILL".
"What is the human will? Just one of our character-
istic operations which shows itself in desire and in delight.
We are led to do things, to take food and drink, to move from
place to place, to adapt and fix the whole course of our
actions which move, now slowly, now quickly, sometimes dis-
joint edly, sometimes continuously, sometimes along the curve,
often down the tangent, "by our desires. In most things, great
and small, we can easily unearth the desire, the tendency toward
the satisfaction of some wish or craving, which shows the
will in action. On the attainment of our wish, desire gives
way to delight. We rejoice in what we hold or possess, in the
power acquired, or in the means at our disposal. Desire snows
the action of the will in urging us forward: delight shows the
action of the will in possession. We delight in what we have
:
we desire what we have not." (?S)
This passage, found in a current periodical, suggests
an investigation of the modern conceptions of the will. Cur-
rent writers differ in general with regard to the four stand-
points of structuralism, functionalism, behaviorism, and
dynamism. The majority of modern psychologists define will
from a structural point of view. Because of the bewildering
overlapping of definitions and varying usage of terms, it is
almost hopeless to attempt an exact classification of con-
temporary opinion.
Baldwin (6) calls will the form that the process of
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accomodation takes on when the central processes "become complex.
In his encyclopedia of philosophy and psychology (7) he gives
three definitions for will : 1 Conation, (the theoretical
active element of consciousness showing itself in tendencies,
ii/ipulses, desires, and acts of will
, unrest. It exists when
and in so far as a present state of consciousness tends by its
intrinsic nature to develop into something else.) 2. That
conative organization of which volition is the terminus or end
state, 3. Volition, the settlement "by the self of a psychic
issue; the adoption of an end.
The definition of Preese (12) follows. "V;ill has
been identified with the intellectual functions, again with the
feelings and emotions, and still again has been donsidered as
an absolute and independent function of the mind."
Titchener, as has been stated previously, gives will
as a class term for the facts of attention and action. He ad-
mits that t?ie "definition, however, is extremely fluctuating".
Those writers who classify mental processes into
three classes
- knowledge, feeling, and volition - hsve a place
provided for the will; tut those who have only two classes -
knowledge and active processes - place will under the active
processes. Judd (32) classifies mental processes according
to nervous processes: sensations, attitudes, fusions of
sensations, memories, ideas. "Voluntary choice is the phrase
employed to mark off the highest forms of behavior from the
lower forms. The concept of personality must enter in."
Thorndike states that the special psychology of will is not
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chiefly a descriptive account of the feelings connected with
conduct, tut an account of capacities for action and ha"bit s of
action and of the connections "between thoughts and acts. He
BUt>s©*T"be8 to the threefold classification mentioned above.
In many writers the word will has assumed something
of a metaphysical character. Ruckmick (55) suggests the use
of the term Volition" in order to avoid suggestion to this
previous usage. He classes will as a development of the
executive function of consciousness or action in its highest
state, with the qualification that the self or individuality of
the person enters in to give the act approval.
Tor Ladd (57), speaking from the point of view of the
structuralist, "will is a word used to express a grouping of
mental phenomena", a grouping which is subtle and complex.
According to his theory, the development of will is development
of knowledge as to ends to he chosen and realized, and as to
means for the realization of the chosen ends; development of
feeling in the formation of emotions, sentiments, and desires;
development of skill in the use of motor mechanism, whether
external and obvious or internal and concealed. Ey volition
he understands "a definite conative activity consciously
directed toward the realization of a mentally represented end,
preceded or accompanied by the condition of desire, and usually
accompanied or followed by the feeling of effort".
Martin (41) bases his definition of the will on a
belief that it is a personal ability of decision and action,
calm, attentive, and reflective, which is Solved through the
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senses of reasonable and moral activity. He terras it a com-
plex form of activity, the most infinitely complex of all,
having at stake a number of unheard of psychical elements of all
kinds, sensations, ideas, sentiments, movements, like a precious
acquisition tut difficult and delicate, so that the slightest
injury to its principal functions risks soon harming it,
Hoernle (27), making a compromise between the notion
of the will as a simple and unalyzable process and the view
that will is a complex of other mental processes, formulates
hie principle of psychic wholes. According to this principle
will is a process analyzatle into elements, an experience with
a determinate structure yet at the same time as a whole with
a character which cannot he disintegrated. This view is
a compromise "between that of the dynamic psychologist and the
structural psychologist. Mflnst erberg (45) divides psychology
into two classes, causal and purposive, and discusses will
under the first grouping. V(i 11 suggests the common factor
in all the inner activities. There is a will factor in
attention and thought and constructive imagination as well
as in desire and impulse, decision and choice. "As soon
as the wil^ l is looked on as an objective process it can and
must he resolved into elements, each of which in itself is
without will character." The form of the combination of
these elements constitutes the process of inner activity. The
will is then complex as much as an idea is complex.
Hdfffding states that "willing in all its developed
manifestations implies knowledge and feeling with reference to
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means and ends". According to Ebbinghaus (21) willing may
"be defined as instinct which foresees its end. "There is no
will in the sense of a simple faculty, always remaining ident-
ical with itself, merely changing its direction, now applying
to this thing and now to that. Will is an abstract word,
referring to that which is common to all states of willing".
Ogden (49) also sees the self as a factor in the wiJki
complex. A voluntary reaction is one which is initiated by
a characteristic moment of egotistic direction. "I myself,
am actuating the process". This direction is not aimless but
is conscious in its activity. This consciousness of a self-
determined act does not appear in any other form of mental
happening. He also states that voluntary reactions differ
from others in that they are more variable. Muscular co-
ordinations and inhibitions of the most variable sort are
brought into play.
This idea of the self is stressed in a legal psychology
by Arnold (4). According to his conception of will the essential
factor is an idea. This idea determines change in the self
and produces its own realization. Arnold's problem is to
determine the legal points between intention, impulse, and will .
Calkins (is) calls will and faith tte assertive active
relations of the self to its environment. Will is a conscious-
ness of the active connection of the individual to other selves
or things, "an egotistic, imperious relation, a domineering
*ood, a sort of bullying attitude. "In will I am actively,
assertively, related to my environment, I am conscious of my
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superiority and my independence of it , I conceive it as existing
mainly for my own use or gratification. Every leader or cap-
tain among men is thus an embodiment of will : whatever
his position, if he consciously imposes himself on others, if
he moulds to his ideals, on the one hand, their civic functions,
their forms of worship or their literary standards, or, on the
other hand, their furniture and their means of transportation,
he stands to them in the relation of imperious, domineering,
willing self."
Goddard (25), structurally speaking, states that the
volitional action or will is a matter of the neuron patterns,
which in turn are dependent upon inheritance plus experience.
Immature mind, including mental defectiveness, is weak in
volitional action "because of lack of association neurons.
Ribot (50) emphasizes the fact of inhibition. His diseases
of the will consist of impairments, which consist of 1. defect
of impulse, 2. excess of impulse, S. impairments of voluntary
attention, 4. caprices, instability, and extinctions of the
will, ecstasy and somnambulism.
Another pathologist, Starring (39) speaks of three
types of abnormality in will : the first, an abnormality arising
from a low intensity of feelings; the second, loss or weakness
of owing to conflicting ideas; and the third, irregularities
resulting' from kinaesthetic conditions. The first two are
dependent upon emotional conditions. Storing disagrees with
other writers who emphasize the fact that pleasant feelings
cause wiU action. Unpleasant feelings may be facilitory as
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well as inhibitory.
For Woodrow (84), defects of -will may be of two
sorts, direct and indirect. A direct defect is weakness of
will , a lack of persistence, an incapacity to "bring about any
action that requires considerable effort. An indirect defect
is an exaggerated automatism. By wi ll Woodrow means control
exerted by attention and reason over natural tendencies.
Emotions and instincts are closely related to it. By a strong
will he means "that the individual accords with the behavior
he anticipates and regards as desirable; that his acts are con-
sistent with his conception of what is wise and right, that
resolutions are not facilely broken; and that unreasonable
impulsive or automatic acts are properly inhibited".
Horne (21) gives will two meanings, broad and narrow
ones. In the narrow sense will is deliberation issuing in
conscious choice, action mediated by ideas. In the broad
sense it is the whole mind active. Home's development of will
is as follows ; 1. spontaneous action, initiated in young
organisms by growth and nutrition of nervous system; 2, reflex
action, due to sensitiveness of nervous system to external
stimuli; Z>. instinctive action; 4. impulsive action,; 5. im-
itative action; 3. suggested action; .?. habitual action; and
8. chosen action.
Royce (50) suggests that will involves the attentive
guidance of our conduct. We can will only that which we have
done before.
According to Wnst erberg (43) "we start with the
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automatic movement, develop it into the will movement, organize
a number of them into more complex will movements, and repeat
the combination until it becomes itself habitual and thus an
automatic movement at the service of more remote wi 11 ends".
Some of the writers in suggesting methods for the
training of the will make interesting steps in the learning
process. Read (59) in his introductory psychology places the
training of the wi.ll under the guidance of five factors; namely,
1. furnishing the mind with a useful body of ideas; 2.
building up of proper interests and the habit of giving attention
to useful and worthy purposes; S. the forming of firm assoc-
iation between ideas and actions, or the forming of a good set
of habits; 4. reference to the strength of purpose or
initiative; 5. discipline which results in the pleasant or
unpleasant consequences of conduct. The fourth point is im-
portant in our study. There seems to be a fundamental
difference in native force as between different pupils. Some
boys are much more ambitious than others. Some have a greater
degree of active attention. Pillsbury (54) gives the following
steps in the training of will : 1. choice as a matter of habit;
2. development of a system of ideals; 3. making the individual
act according to his ideals. Hollingworth and Poffenberger (28)
state that one of the most important conclusions drawn from ex-
perimental work on learning is the necessity for the intention
or the "will to learn", in order that things shall be remembered.
Only the things that one wills to learn can one remember.
Walsh (77) ascribes the ability of the American soldier to under-
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go hardships and danger in the recent war to his will-power.
Upon will depend health and recovery from disease. Wil l may
be cultivated "by keeping the faculty of effort at work.
"Conscious use of the will at all times is a mistake except at
the beginning of a series of activities. A will that is too
self-conscious defeats itself". The will can be trained only
by the accomplishment of difficult things day after dny until
its energies are aroused and the individual becomes conscious
of his own powers and the ability to use them whenever he
really wishes.
It is a curious fact that Watson (80), the foremost
behaviorist of the day, does not mention will. This is quite
a contrast to the idea of Barrett and others who advocate a
psychology based upon Will- Watson fiayi in his introduction:
•The reader will find no such terms as sensation, perception,
attention, will, image and the like. These terms are in good
repute, but I have found that I can pet along without them
,
I frankly do not know what they mean, nor do I believe that anyone
else can use them consistently." We are certainly in agreement
with his last point, although we can hardly subscribe to the
former ones. Wy^ ie undoubtedly a much abused term in psych-
ology from ancient days to the present time.
Jung (ss), one of the Freudians or dynamists, defines
SiU as a function that is directed by our powers of reflection.
It depends upon how our powers of reflection are constituted.
There is no human forethought that can enable us t o give our
lives a prescribed direction, except for quite a short distance.
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Much of our destiny can certainly be attained "by means of will-
power. But having regard to the fate of certain personalities
with particularly strong wills, it is entirely misleading for us
to want to change our own fate "by power of will ,
Woodworth in his "Dynamic Psychology" (70) makes
anger, zeal, determination, and willing closely allied. They
are aroused by the same stimulus, - obstruction encountered in
the pursuit of some end. Willing is the development of fresh
motive power. This motive power c cmes by more complete arousal
of something active by an obstruction.
Calkins describes the volitional acts as including
sensational consciousnesses, perceptual and imagined, of move-
ment and unsensat io.nal experiences of realness, of futurity and
of the dependence of the future end upon present volition. She
analyzes the form of will into the following scheme:
1. Will to Act (Outer Volition)
a Simple
' With resident end
" With remote end
b Choice
' Without effort (with resident or remote
end)
• With effort (with resident or remote end)
2. V/iil to Think (inner Volition)
a Simple
b Choice
' Without effort
" With effort
Yerkes' volitional consciousness is the consciousness
which prepares us for action and impels us thereto. (8?)
According to Siller (44) "intellect, feeling, and will are not
so much structural as functional distinctions. Win is not
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an independent thing; it is merely the control of action by-
ideas". Other functionalists are of much the same opinion.
To summarize a few of them: Angell (s) says "the term wi l,! is
simply a convenient appellation for the range of cental life
viewed from the standpoint of its activity and control over
movement ." PillsLury (54) states that "what one ordinarily
calls wi.ll is exerted primarily in the control of the course of
thought, and action follows when the proper thought presents
itself." The protlem of choice lies "between one line that is
attractive and another that is repulsive. "Wil l may he defined
as the sum of the conditions of choice. It is the outcome of
the entire original disposition of the individual, together with
its modifications "by experience. It is no new thing or rorce;
it is the application to the control of action of all the in-
fluences that control attention, perception, and the course of
ideas. In general, voluntary acts are those which grow out of
a conflict between instincts and ideals in which ideals prevail."
Later (55) he says that will is a term to designate the whole
man active, to distinguish "between the acts that imply choice
as opposed to the acts that are automatic.
From the standpoint of the physiological psychologist
the will is the power of the cerebral processes to raise the re-
flex to the higher levels. Attention as well as the pleasure-
pain notion is shown to he an additional element. Ladd and
Woodworth (58) call the power of controlling the bodily processes
nerve energy. Sherrington (64) remarks that the change from
reflex to volitional aetion is not abrupt. The purpose of
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movement rather than the method of movement is attended to in
the higher form.
Meuraan (42>) considers as the chief part of the
volitional process the phenomenon of selection that is occasioned
"by approved ideas directed toward a certain end. Stratton (?o)
states that wi
,
!! has an element of imitation and suggestion.
This factor of suggest ibilit y is included in the following test
as it seems that it plays an important part in the volitional
makeup. In Haddock's popular rather than scientific treatise
on the power of will (25) we find the following suggestions as
to the attributes of will. "Acts of will may be described as
explosive, restraining, impelling, deliberative, persistent,
and decisive." Will is the mind's power of self direction as
well as the power by which it acts upon the body.
Ach (l) states that the will-act is peculiarly suitable
for bringing to light temperamental differences and suggests a
new temperament
,
that of the deliberative ( besonnene) type.
Washburn (78) in her motor theory of mental processes
ir.akes a Go-called 'activity attitude' the controlling factor
of the will. No matter how much or how little stimulation is
present, if the activity attitude is not present the action does
hot take place.
It will be seen from the foregoing opinions that the
current conceptions of the wj.ll are as diversified as the
opinions of the ancients. The difference lies in the placing
of emphasis upon one especial factor of the will complex. Most
writers agree as to the complexity of the wi,U (Ladd, Martin,
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Mdfnst erberg
,
Hoernle, and Ebbinghaus) and an equal number say
that the inclusion of the 'self* of the individual is necessary
(Rucxmick, Judd, Ggden, Arnold, Calkins). For certain writers
(Titchener, 2£i2fnst erberg
,
Woodrow, and Royce) attention is a
factor in the frill process. According to others (Titchener,
Thorndike, Calkins, Pillsbury, Yerkes, Angell, and Washburn)
action is necessary. The majority of those who mention the
point agree that the will may "be trained (Payot, Judd, Thorndike,
Walsh, Read, and Pillsbury)
.
The will is considered by several a guiding principle
or method of control (Holling worth, Pof fenberger
,
Walsh, Jung,
Woodworth, and Angell). Others (Ribot, V7 odrow, and Woodworth)
concur in the opinion that inhibition or obstruction is necessary
for the will to function. The genetic theories have been
discussed in the previous chapter.
Certain authors (Starring, for example) "believe that
feelings and emotions influence the wii^ . Still others (of
which group Stratton is a representative) insist that imitation
and suggestion may be contributory factors.
Ideas are considered by some authorities (Arnold,
Starring, Home, filler, and Meuman) as controlling or guiding
the will : others (Hoffding, Ladd, Ebbinghaus, and Woodworth)
insist that the idea of the end to be obtained is an important
factor.
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CHAPTER III.
A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE PRESENT PROELEM. THE WORK OP DOWNEY AND
OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.
Although there exists a high correlation "between in-
telligence and such traits as power to give sustained attention,
persistence, and initiative, Terman (73) finds that unusual
application or persistence often compensates for a low level of
int elligence.
Downey of the University of Wyoming, in order to
supplement intelligence ratings "by some measure which will in-
dicate the traits Terrnan mentions, has devised a scale for
measuring the will pattern. In the introduction to '^^e
Will Profile " (a& J Downey says: "In practical work with the in-
telligence scales one is constantly impressed by the need of
supplementing them "by some form of charact er-rat ing . Quite
possibly, as has been stated by ThornSike and others, there
exists a high correlation between character and intelligence,
yet in the narrow range within which one works in, say, a college
community, the achievement which one may expect from a student
of average or superior int elligenue, is determined largely by
such traits as persistence, energy, aggressiveness, and self-
confidence. All teachers have at times seen the hard-working
student of good though not brilliant intelligence outstrip an-
other more facile in comprehension, but less assiduous in effort,
a statement not meant, of course, as an assertion of any
general incompatibility between quick and brilliant intelligence
and capacity for prolonged study nor of any necessary connection
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"between slowness and industry. All forms of court inat ion exist
and it is .just, .such iqatt erns .one needs to have outlined for aid
in educational as well b.s vocational guidance
Frobably, however, no one would question the value of tests of
the volitional pattern; the point of uncertainty is the location
of such tests. The testing of a variety of functions without
too penetrating analysis of what they are functions of has led
to such valuable results in the way of at least crude indexing
of intelligence that it encourages an attempt to plunge in
aediaa res with respect to character classification also".
Since wiiLl-funct ions depend largely upon action,
Downey chooses the motor activity of handwriting. This is in
accordance with previously expressed views as to the importance
of handwriting as a "basis for character diagnosis. In a book
on "The Graphology and Psychology of Handwriting" (20 ) she
measures such qualities as feeling of self worth, originality of
mind and temperament "by an analysis of handwriting. It is
natural, then, for a test of the will-pattern to "be "based on
handwriting. Types— speeded, retarded, blocked, and automatic—
of modifications of handwriting are included in the completed
test. The original scale was "based upon some 200 records and
the revised edition upon an additional 100. It is devised
for individual administration only. Scoring is determined "by
timing and by quality of writing'. In the revised scale the
following elements cf the volitional pattern are measured;:
Speed of llovement
Time taken in writing the phrase "United States
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of America"
Freedom from Inertia (or load)
Normal time of writing divided "by speeded time of
writing
Flexibility
Disguised handwriting and imitation cf hand-
writing copy
Speed of Decision
Time taken in checking a list of character
t raits
Motor Impulsion
Quality and time of writing under distraction.
Distraction "by means of counting, tapping, and
combinations ©f counting and tapping while the
eyes of the observer were closed are here intro-
duced
.
A8su ranee
This is a very cleverly devised means of securing
the observer's reaction to contradiction. The
directions given are as follows:
III. "Here are two envelopes containing in-
structions for two different mental tests. One
test is very eesy, the other is hard. You may
choose which envelope you will open". (After
giving instructions, hold the two envelopes
labeled in heavy print j£ and N in front of reagent,
N always to the right. Notice as unobtrusively
as possible the time taken for choice and also any
comments. As soon as the reagent has made his
choice, say, "We'll open the envelope a little
later". Lay the envelopes aside and record on a
slip the letter on the envelope that the subject
did not choose. Do not permit subject to see
which letter you write down.)
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Name
Address
Education
Occupation
Age
WILL-PROFILE. SCORE:
Devised by June E. Downey
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Examiner
:
II.
Check the one trait in each pair which you possess
:
Careful?
Cautious?
Ambitious ?
Punctual ?
Accurate?
Industrious?
Vain?
Foresighted ?
Enthusiastic?
Obstinate?
Superior Intelligence ?
Superior Character?
Writing Name (2 trials each)
1. Normal:
Careless ?
Reckless?
Unambitious ?
Tardy?
Inaccurate?
Lazy ?
Modest?
Not Foresighted?
Indifferent?
Yielding?
Good Memory?
Self-Confident ?
Impulsive ?
Orderly ?
Cheerful?
Patient ?
Quick?
Aggressive ?
Suggestible ?
Extravagant?
Inferior
Inferior
Forgetful?
Self-Distrustful?
Deliberate ?
Disorderly ?
Gloomy ?
Impatient ?
Slow?
Not Aggressive ?
Not Suggestible?
Thrifty?
Intelligence?
Character ?
Time
:
2. Speeded
:
Time
3. Retarded : A. Time
B. Time
III. Choice of Envelope. Envelope chosen :
IV. Please write on the line below as quickly as possible the words, "United States of America'
Get it all on the line and write just as rapidly as you can.
Time
Time
V. Writing of Phrase :
1. Normal (2 trials) Time
:
2. Quality Time
3. Speeded (2 trials)
4. Retarded
Time
:
Time
VI. Disguised Writing:
4 1. Time:
2. Time
:
VII. A.
i. Imitate Model A as rapidly as you can. Time
2. Copy Model A as exactly as you can. Time
:
B.
3. Copy Model B as well as you can. Choose your own speed. Time
;
VIII. Writing Name
:
•1. Eyes closed. Time
2. Counting by 3's Time
3. Counting by 3's, Eyes closed Time:
4. Counting by 2's, Eyes closed Time:
i
IX. Envelope Test : a.
JMfcfiSIT
41
Later in the test this choice is again referred to
"IX. 'Few to return to the test in the en-
velope. "Which cne did you choose?'
( Suggest ion a.) 'Are you sure? I thought it
was— ' (K'ame the other letter. Record answer
verbatim and manner.)
(Suggestion b.) 'I made a record of your
choice. I'll look at my record and see Which it
wps. It was— ' (Again name the letter not chosen.
Record subject's answer and manner. Give plenty
of time, as the final reaction may he somewhat
different from the immediate one: ofc the su eject
may not say anything at all at first.)
(Suggestion c.) 'Do you think I made a mis-
take?' (Record answer . All suggestions should be
given in as matter-of-fact way as possible. At
close say, 'Never mind, we'll omit t>is test.')
A few subjects forget the chosen envelope and
a few others notice position to right or left
rather than letter. If so, contradiction of the
remembered position or letter can still be made."
The scoring is on a ten percentile basis ranging
from violent reaction to absolute non-resistance
to the examiner's suggestions.
Resistance to opposition
The handwriting is blocked by means of a small
pasteboard box, while the observer is writing
with eyes closed. The amount of resistance and
quality of writing are here measured.
j^otor Inhibition (Tenacity)
Time of retarded writing
Care for detail (Accuracy)
Accuracy in making careful imitation of hand-
writing
Coordination of Impulses
Writing of a phrase in a restricted space and at
speeded time
!
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Perseverance
Time of disguised writing
Revi sion
Time of rechecking of character traits
The last t"WO elements are additions to the original
scale. Each of the above traits are scored on a percentage
"basis of 1 to 10, or a total of 120 points. The total score
is found to "be indicative of general will capacity and the
nature of the graph or character pattern is indicative of the
individual's ' wilJL-po^er ' . The relative height of the different
parts of the graph indica/te at a glance the outstanding features.
Cver-emphasi s on various parts of the graph indicate the
violently agrressive pattern, the ' hair-t rigrer ' organization,
or the slow, accurate tena.cicus type.
Several studies Tnade in the Psychological Laborat ory
of the University of Illinois have "been "based upon the Downey
Vv'ill-Erofile. The earlier studies consisted in experimentation
with the Downey Scale and correlation of results with personal
opinion and observation. Later studies dealt with modifications
of the Scale in order to increase its applicability . Elliott
attempted "by a study of the Downey Scale to adapt it for use in
a questionnaire for selecting candidates for work in the Young
ken's Christian Association. He found that the results of the
Downey Scale compared very closely to combined estimates of
instructors as to the various qualities of the observers,
lie also devised substitutes for the contradiction test, which is
not effective upon repetition. Another student, Polkowski,
•3:- Unpublished studies.
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in order to avoid the use of handwriting, introduced the drawing
of geometric figures. The star (perhaps suggested by Whipple's
mirror drawing experiment (81)) was used. The Downey Scale
was left intact with the substitution of drawing for handwritirg
.
Its original nature as an individual test was not changed.
The present study is an attempt to adapt the principles
of the Downey Scale to group testing. It was necessary to
modify and amplify the "basic test to a considerable degree.
Certain handwriting tests have been included directly from the
Downey Scale, or have been modified by the introduction of
tracing geometric figures at normal, speeded, and retarded
times. The diamond of the Binet-Simon Scale has been used in
preference to the star as presenting less difficulty in drawing.
Certain important modifications in method of scorirg have been
made necessary by the change to a group test.

CHAPTER IV
DERIVATION OF THE GROUP WILL-PROFILE TEST
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CHAPTER IV
THE DERIVATION OF THE GROUP WILL-PROFILE TEST.
The chief concern of the present study has been to
devise a group test to measure the will-pattern together with
a standardized method of procedure and scoring. The test as
devised may be found in Chapter VI, the examiner's manual,
or method of giving the test, comprises Chapter V , and a
method of scoring is suggested tentatively in Chapter VII.
A revision of the Group Will-Profile based upon the results
of the present experiment may be found in the Appendix. It
is suggested that further experimentation with this form of
the test might be profitable.
The present study was undertaken during the Summer
Session of the University of Illinois in 1020. The test as
devised was given to £5 observers, wh© may be classed as follows
Advanced students in psychology 4
Faculty members 5
Graduate students 5
School principals 5
Students in elementary courses in
psychology
Seniors 10
Juniors 7
Sophomores 5
Freshmen 1
Library School juniors 16
The test was first administered individually to the
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advanced students in psychology. Therr introspections and
criticisms were noted and the method altered accordingly.
The other observers were given the test in groups ranging from
two to eighteen. In the larger groups an assistant was
stationed at the rear of the room to assist the observers if
necessary and to aid the experimenter in administering the
t est
.
The materials needed for giving the test are as
follows
:
1 ISi me og raphe d c opy o f t h e t e st bo©kl et
.
2 Pencils for each otserver.
5 Stop-watch.
4 A timing clock as devised "by Whipple for use in
time experiments with reliable observers.
No. 7726?,
(This may be obtained from C. H. Stoelting and
Company
.
)
5 A copy of the test and of the examiner's manual
for the examiner.
6 An electric fan.
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7 Three "brown S-ounce "bottles, two of which contain
water and the third camphor.
8 A series of 12 cards S3 x ? cms. Heavy lines of
varied length ranging from 8 to £7 cms. are drawn upon the
cards in ink.
For photograph of cards see page 73 ; for length of
lines see page 58.
9 A large gray cardboard upon which the following
pictures were pasted: shoe, Victrola, "bottle of grape .juice,
loaf of "bread, alarm clock, "bottle of Orange Crush, cover of
Grape Nuts package, a tottle of Three-in-Gne Oil, picture of
a man wearing a cap (taken from a cap advertisement), Camel
cigarettes, and a picture of a girl holding a letter and a
parasol in her ha. nd. (taken from the cover of a recent American
Magazine). See page 78for photograph of pictures and their
arrangement .
10 A cover card for 9
.
About 50 minutes are required for administering the
test and 15 minutes are necessary for scoring. The method of
scoring the test is described in Chapter VII.
The derivation of the test consisted mainly in
a modification of the Downey Will-Profile to the requirements
of group testing. Whipple's general rules for the conduct
of tests (81) were carefully considered. Steven's (6?)
revision of the Rossolimo tests, Pressey's (55) emotional tests
and Eridges' (15) study of decision types have "been helpful in
suggesting additions to the original scale.
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The following t alula t ion records the sources of the
separate tests which constitute the Group Will-Profile.
Test I. Checking of traits.
Taken directly from Downey (i) with the inclusion
of certain other traits. The use of the timing-
clock makes the test applicable to the group.
Test II. Disguised handwriting.
From Downey (VI) with the standard phrase
"University of Illinois" used instead of the name
of the individual. This makes possible a more
objective scoring of results.
Test III. Selection due to preference.
Suggested "by the study of decision types made
"by Eridges (15) at HarVard in 1914. The test
was first included as a possible substitute for
Test I but after experimentation it was used to
determine the speed of selection due to pref-
erence. The choice is made "because of feelings
rather than reason.
Test IV. Imitation of writing.
From Downey (VII) with the addition of rapid
imitation of Model E.
Test V. Resistance of visual suggestion.
Modification of Rossolimo test Ho. 3 (97) and
the Yerkes-Bridges Point Scale Test 11 (80).
For photograph see page 75.
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Test VI. Normal tracing of diamond.
The diamond from the Binet -Simon Series used in
the same manner as handwriting is used in
Downey (V)
.
Test VII. Speeded tracing of diamond.
Suggested "by Downey (V - s)
.
Test VIII. Retarded tracing of diamond.
Suggested "by Downey (V - 4).
Test IX. Suggestion "by questions.
A form of the Aussage test described "by
Whipple (81). See page 78.
Test X. A repetition of Test VIII.
Test XI-A. Suggestion "by slight of hand.
Rossolimo test ?. Adults usually answer this
correctly. Only three observers of the 56
evidenced suggestibility "by this method . The
test Was included for use with young observers.
Test XI-B, -C, XIII-D. Suggestion by smell.
This test cannot be used with trained observers.
Test XI1-B. Coordination of impulses.
Writing "United States of America" in a restrict
space and at speeded time. Downey (IV) with a
modification of scoring method.
Test XIII. Changing of shape of diamond.
Downey (VI) using the diamond in place of script
Tests XIV
- i and 2, and XV. Originality.
The originality tests used in Bridges' (15) ex-
periment .
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Test XV. Selection of "best reasons.
"Common sense" Test 3 of the United States Army
Group Examination Alpha (So) •
Tests XVII and XVIII. Tracing under distraction.
Modeled after Downey (VIII).
Text XIX. An attempt to measure coordination of im-
pulses "by drawing in a restricted space at
speeded time.
The test failed in its purpose. The
circle was too large to require effort and the
time was too short to secure results. The test
has te3n omitted' in the revision of the Group
^•ill-Profile. It might easily be modified and
used for illiterat es.
Test XX. Attention unite r distraction.
The Cancellation test for measuring attention and
perception devised "by V/hitley and revised by
Whipple (3l) ±8 8 used as a "basis for this test.
The pied geometrical symbol sheet used may be
obtained from C. K. Stoelting and Company (Form
77^31-A^.).
Test XXI. Revision of Tests I and III.
From Downey (XIX). The revision of Test III
was not needed in the scoring and is therefore
omitted in the revision of the test.

The Pressey test for emotional dist ract i "billty (56)
was included in tfce Group ''"ill -Pro file too late to secure
results worthy of attention. The test consists of two parts: the
first half is a paragraph of very commonplace and stupid reading
matter, with 20 irrevelevant words scattered in through the test.
The subject is to read through the passage and cross out s,\\
urrelevant words. A time limit of one minute and twenty seconds
is set. At the end of that time the subject turns over the
page and goes through the second paragraph in the same way.
The second paragraph includes in the same way SO irrelevant wairs.
It is, however, a very grwesome description of a medieval
execution. Pressey scored the test by counting the number
of extrq words missed in both selections and subtracting the
number of words missed in the second from those missed in the
first paragraph. The idea of the test is that the emotional
excitement of the second passage should cause the subject to
overlook more of the irrelevant words.
The directions for administering this test and the
paragraphs used are as follows:-
("On the next sheet is a short newspaper paragraph. In
this paragraph there are some extra words. You are to
read through the paragraph and cross out all the extra
words. Work as fast as you can, as you will be given
only a short time. Turn over the page. Ready, GO"
PARAGRAPH I.
This evening's the "Herald" says that the Milton property
east of 3rd Street was sold this man morning to Smith and Cooper
out of Chicago. It seems that is Smith has been, for some time,
locking for a good poor piece of land in the business heart part
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of town ftpon rock which he might build another boat of his chain
of IQff stores. The local railroad firm of Whitaker and Carpenter
has taken the contract. The new store will "be a two "block long
with a front current of seventy feet on "both Third and Fourth
Streets. The floors from the fourth down to the eighth are "being
planned for offices. Already most of the air space on the fourth
floor varnish has "been taken. One of the firms intendin to move
to this old building is the wellknown house of Steinway and Grand.
We trust the firm may of Smith and Cooper may "be successful in
their hunting venture.
("STOP. On the next page there is another short paragraph
containing some extra words. Cross out the extra words
just as you did in the preceding paragraph/ Work as
fast as you can. Turn over the page. Beady GO." )
PARAGRAPH II*
In the past time the most horrible and terrible forms of
punishing crime were far common. Taunton tells many of an executifi
for treason under the loost cruel and revolting in conditions.
The man was hanged for three minutes, then, when his struggling wi-J(s
began to decrease, ^as cut down, stripped, and his abdomen wide
slashed open. The brain entrails were then jerked out and they hi
up before the crowd that had gathered after to watch the execution
all while the man groaned and shrieked in agony. The writer says
story that his heart was next ripped out and that it continued to a
best thus exposed for a full hour minute. The body was then cut in
four sixth pieces and the pieces dragged but by soldiers on horse-
back through the country houses along the four main side roads as a
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Earning to other few wrong doers, the horrible leasees of flesh
still ware and not dripping with "blood.
It is Intended to include the s/bove test in future
revisions of the group ^ill-profile. Space will "be allowed
for its insertion "by the omission of certain portions of the
present test.

CHAPTER V
PROCEDURE
(DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING TffiL TEST)
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DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING THE TEST
( Examiner 1 s Hanual)
(50,65)
After seeing that each observer has a copy of the
test "booklet, and with one or more pencils ready for use, say*.
"We are going to give you this morning (afternoon) some new
and interesting tests. These tests are in the "booklets which
are in front of you. Please do not open the "booklets until
you are t old to."
(Be sure that each observer has his "booklet face up
in front of him.
)
"Now notice on the cover of the "booklet, where it says 'Write
your name here'. Please write your name on the line left for
it."
(Pause
)
"Then fill in the date. Today is August 5 (giving correct date)
Then in the next "blank fill in the class to which you belong in
school . "
( Pau s e
•Then answer the next questions. Have you ever taken the Army
Alpha examinations? Write 'Yes' or 'No' in the "blank allowed.
Then if you have answered 'Yes' place your score in the next
blank. If you do not remember, leave the line blank."
"Now give me your attention while I explain about the timing-
cloci. This is simply a large clock dial and counts the
seconds instead of minutes. In the small circle the minutes
are shown. We are going to use this clock in this test.
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When I say 'GG' and you "begin work, I shall start the clock.
When you finish, look at the clock and write the time in the
space allowed for it on your paper."
(Show how the clock is operated.)
"Now we shall start the clock and read the directions on the
first page so that you may see how the experiment is to "be
conducted. When I say 'GO' we will "begin reading the dir-
ections together. When we finish we will record the time
it took us to read them."
"Attention, pencils up."
(Start clock and "begin reading the directions in
concert
.
)
"Ready, GO."
1 "Attention always means "pencils up".
2 Keep your pencils up until the examiner says "GO".
3 Listen closely to the directions for each test.
Part of the te'st is to see if you can follow
directions
.
4 Do not ask any questions.
5 Do not look in the direction of any other paper.
5 Keep your eyes on your own work.
7 Do not turn the booklet over or turn any page
until you are told to do so. STOP.
(Note the time, which is
.
minutes and
_____
seconds and record it on the lower corner of the
page.
)
"How do you understand all about the use of the time-clock?"
(Allow time for any questions.)
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"Now give me your attention while I read the directions
once more. "
(Re-read the above directions.)
"Now turn over the page to page 1. Thus (showing). Ee
sure that it says page 1 in the upper corner. Attention,
pencils up. Notice the directions at the top of the page.
The directions say: 'In each of the following pairs of
traits check the one of each pair that you possess. Make
check in the parenthesis in front of the trait you possess.
When you finish, notice the time clock and record the time
it takes you to finish. Wait for the signal. Ready, GO.
(Do not allow more than five minutes. When all
have finished, however, if the five minute
period is not up, say )
"STOP. Turn over the page to page two. See that it
says "2" at the top of the page. Notice the directions
at the top of the page. Attention, pencils up. Write
on the first line in your "best handwriting the phrase
'University of Illinois'. We will use the timing clock as
"before. When you finish, record your time in the blank
provided. Do nothing with the other lines until I tell
you to. Wait for the signal "before "beginning. Ready,GO"
(Start the clock. Allow not over five minutes.
Say "STOP" when all have finished.)
"Now, on line 2 I want you to change your handwriting of
the phrase 'University of Illinois' just as much as you
can "by changing either the slant or the size of the letters
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Do not hurry. Record your time as "before. Change it as
much as you can "by changing the slant or the size of the
letters. Ready, GO. '*
(Allow not over five minutes. Call "STOP" when all
have finished.)
"Attention, pencils up. Now look at line 5. I am going to
ask £ou to attempt to disguise your handwriting of the phrase
so that an expert would te unable to identify it as your hand-
writing. You will be given three trials "before the final
one. Time each one as have "been doing. Only the
writing in the final one is graded. Ready, on line 2, GO."
(Pause) (Start clock.)
"Now on the next line. Ready, GO.
"
( Pau s e ) ( St art c lock .
)
"How on the third line. Ready, GO."
(Pause)
"Attention. Look st line 4. This is your final attempt at
disguising your handwriting. Remember to change it so that
an expert would be unable to identify it. Ready, GO."
(Allow not over five minutes. When all have
finished)
"STOP. Now notice to see if you have recorded the time in all
cases on the page. On the next page you will find (Please
do not turn over until the signal is given) a series of words.
In each case you are to underline the one which you prefer.
In case you prefer neither, select the one which you consider
the most important. Ready, turn over the page to test 5.

Attention, pencils up. We will use the timing-clock again
for this test. The directions say 'Draw a line under the
thing in each line that you prefer. When you finish,
record your time.' Ready, GO."
(Allow not over five minutes. Call "STOP" when
all have finished.)
"Be sure that you have recorded your time in the lower right
hand corner of the page. Now turn the page to page 4.
Attention, pencils up. This is a test of your ability to
copy or imitate handwriting. Notice Model A. On the
line numbered 1. I want you to imitate Model A as RAPIDLY
as you can. Ready, GO."
(Allow z>0 seconds.) (Do not use the large timing-
clock hut a stop watch.)
"STOP. Attention. Now on line 2. imitate Model A as EXACTLY
as you can, taking all the time you need. Ready, GO."
(Allow one minute.)
"STOP. Attention. Do not he alarmed if you did not finish,
as many people do not, nor are they expected to finish in all
cases. Now look at Model B. On line 3. copy Model B as
well as you can. Choose your own speed. Ready, GO."
(Allow one minute.)
"STOP. Attention. Now on line 4. copy Model E as RAPIDLY
as you can. Ready, GO. "
(Allow 30 seconds.)
"STOP. Attention. Now on line 5. write in your own hand-
writing at your normal speed of writing the words "United
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States of America Bring your pencils up when you finish.
Ready, GO.
"
(Allow all to finish. when all have finished)
"STOP. Turn over the page to page 5."
(The examiner has a series of cards x ? 6m.
with lines drawn as follows: Over the right
hand one in each case is the number indicated.
The lines are approximately 2 mm. thick.
1 10 Cm. 12 Cm.
2 12 Cm. 14 Cm.
3 14 Cm. 16 Cm.
4 15 Cm. 18 Cm.
5 18 Cm. 20 Cm.
5 20 Cm. 22 Cm.
7 22 Cm. 22 Cm.
8 22 Cm. 22 Cm.
22 Cm. 22 Cm.
10 23 Cm. 22 Cm.
11 22 Cm. 27 Cm.
12 27 Cm. 25 Cm.
See -pag
;
e .
,
for photog raph of ca rds used
..
)
"Notice the directions rt the top of the page. 'You will be
shown a series of cards, each of which contains two lines.
You are to note the relation of the line on your right to the
other line and record your decision "below. lake a check
mark after the term which applies in each case. The right
hand line will always "be numbered. Attention."
(Card 1. is displayed for six seconds.)
"Look closely. Is this line (pointing to the longer) longer
than the other? Record your answer "by the check mark. GO.
(Card 2. is displayed.)
"Is this line longer than the other? Record your answer
under 2 .
"
(The same procedure until card 6. when "And this?"
is all that is said in pointing to the numbered

line. After No. 12)
"STOF. Turn over the page to page 5 and "bring your pencils
up. Notice the directions at the top of the page. 'Trace
as many of the diamonds as you can in the time allowed. Now
in the tracing you are to trace the diamonds "beginning at
the left and going around in a clockwise direction. Thus."
(Show on the "blackboard or on an enlarged diamond
what is meant "by clockwise.)
"Do not "begin until 1 tell you to. (Holding up page 5.)
You are first to trace the diamond in the upper left hand
corner (pointing) and then proceed across the page from left
to right, and then down to the next row and so on until you
finish. Now trace these diamonds at an easy and normal
rate of speed. DO NOT HURRY and DO NOT SLOW DOWN. Ready,GO
(Allow one minute.)
"STOP. Turn over the page to page 7 and "bring your pencils
up. Notice the directions at the top of the page. Keep
your pencils up until I say 'GO'. You are to trace these
diamonds as RAPIDLY as you can. Ready, GO."
(Allow 15 seconds.)
"STOP. Bring your pencils up. Turn over the page to page 8
Now these diamonds are to be traced as SLO\vLY as you can and
yet keep your pencil moving. Some people take as long as
five minutes to trace one. Ee sure to keep your hand moving.
Ready, GO. "
(A supply of blank pages should "be ready for use in
case anyone misunderstands and draws so rapidly as
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to complete the page "before time is called.
Allow three minutes.)
(At end of SO seconds say "Be sure to keep your
pencil moving". Repeat at end of one minute;
one minute SO seconds; two minutes. ^t end of
three minutes)
•'STOP. Please lay down your pencils end fold your arms I
C-ive me your attention for a moment. I am going to show
you for a "brief time a card upon which are pasted a number
of pictures of various sorts. I want you to notice very
carefully as I shall ask you what you see. (See page 78.)
(Exhibit the card for ten seconds. Then cover
it v/ith another cardboard.)
'Take up your pencils again and turn over the page to page C.
On page 9 you will find a series of questions about the ob-
jects on the cardboard. I shall read the questions, al-
lowing you time to record your answers.
"
(Read the following, allowing time for the blanks
to be filled.)
"Write your answers to the following questions in the "blank
after each question. ITow notice the questions."
1 Did the boy in the upper right hand corner have
a hat or a cap on his head?
2 What kind of cigarettes did you see?
2 Was there a bottle of three-in-one oil in the
picture? ^
4 Were there three or four bottles of something good
to drink in the picture?
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5 "Which of the three good things to eat were in
the picture? Tread, cake, doughnut s?
t
5 Remember the picture of the girl in the center of
the picture. Did she have a hook or a glove
in her hand?
i t m
7 What kind of Ta real-:fast food was advertised in
the picture - Grapenuts or Shredded Wheat.?
8 Have you answered the above questions to the "best
of your ability?
"Itfow on the next page you will find another set of diamonds.
These are to be traced as slowly as you can but yet you must
keep your hand moving. Turn over the page to page 10.
Attention. Trade these as SLOWLY as you can and yet keep your
pencil moving. Ready, GO."
(Allow three minutes. At end of each oO seconds,
remark: "Be sure to keep your pencil moving.
At end of three minutes)
"STOP. Turn over to page 11."
(Examiner must be familiar with this procedure before
attempting this test. Practice until it becomes
aut omatie
.
)
"I am going to repeat some names. You are to tell hew many
I say. "
(Repeat rapidly "John, Mary, Susan, Kate", counting
them on FIVE fingers to suggest five as the number
of names given.)
"Kow on the line numbered A. cross off the number of names that
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I mentioned. Be careful not to "be influenced "by your neigh-
tor's decision. How we shall have to use the clock again.
I am going to test your sense of smell. I have here some
"bottles containing various things, perfume, camphor, ammonia
and so on. I shall open each of these bottles in the draft
of the electric fan. You are to watch the clock and check
the second in B. on page 10 when you first perceive the scent
from the "bottle. The odor will "be either pleasand or un-
pleasant. If you recognize the odor, record it in the blank
left for such purposes. If it is not familiar, record it as
'pleasant' or 'unpleasant'."
(Shake "bottle, holding it in front of fan. Start
fan, start clock and open the bottle.)
"Record this under B.
"
(Allow two minutes.)
"If you have not detected it now you are slower in some ways
than the rest of us. (wrinkling the nose as you smell the
"bottle) Now try again. This is sample 0."
(Start clock as hefore.)
"Record your time when you first detect the odor."
(At end of two minutes)
"Please record the odor if you recognize it. If not, state
whether it is 'pleasant' or 'unpleasant'."
(Close "bottle.
)
"How turn over to page 12. This is a third smell test.
Please record the time when you smell this."
- . ^
pf°f eed^ as he^ore^ only with real jgcent this time.)
ottles B and C contain water only, Bottle for test 12 contains
camphor or perfume.
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"Record the time as "before. At the "bottom of the numhers
name the odor. If it is not familiar state whether it is
pleasant or unpleasant
.
M
(Allow one minute.)
"Attention, pencils up. E©w notice the line drawn across the
center of the page. Notice the directions. 'Please write
on the line "below as quickly as possible the words "United
States of America". Get it all on the line and write just
as rapidly as you can. On the first line. Ready, GO."
(Allow 15 seconds.)
"STOP. Now try again on the second line. Ready, GO."
(Allow 15 seconds.)
"STOP. Now turn over the page to page IS. Notice the
directions. Pencils up. Copy the diamond hut change it so
that it will not appear in any way like the origianl. Do not
change the length of the lines. Make two or more trials if
you wish. Ready, GO.
(Allow two minutes.)
"STOP. Now mark the first trial 'One' and the second 'Two"
and so on. "
(Pai:se 30 seconds.)
'Turn over tha page to page 14. Attention. Look at the
circle at one. When I say 'GO' (tut not "before) draw to the
right of the circle another geometric figure as different as
possible from this. Ready, GO."
(Pause 20 seconds
.
)
"Now look at 2. Yfoen I say 'GO', draw anythiiffi else as dif-
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ferent as possible. RSady, GO!'
( Pause 10 seconds)
•Try again. "
(Pause 10 seconds)
,ruark your trials 1 and 2."
( Allow five seconds)
•Turn oter the page to page 15. Notice the words at the top
of the page. Each of them stand for something in out thought.
Now, I want you to write opposite each any other concept or
word which is as different as possible from these. "Ready, GO. "
( Allow one minute)
"STOP. Notice the line across the center of the page.
Now look at the directions for test No. 15. (Reading)
'This is a test of common sense. On the next page you will
find questions like the following. Sach question is followed
"by three answers. You are to look at the answers carefully;
then make a cross "before the Lest answer to each question as in
the sample: Why do we use stoves? Because a. they look well, b.
they keep us wqrm, c. they are "black. Here the second answer is
the best one and is marked with a cross. How on the next page
you are to do the same thing as has "been done in the sample.
Place a cross before the "best answer to each question. When the
signal is given to turn the page, turn it rapidly and come to
attention. Ready, Turn the page to page 15. Hake a cross
before the best answer to each question. Ready, GO."
( Allow one minute)
" STOP. Turn over the page to page 17. Attention,
allow you are to draw as many diamonds of the standard size, like

the sample "below ars you can while we count ai 0U(} \>y threes.
Everyone must count and keep together with me. Ready, GO."
(Examiner holds watch and counts: 5, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18,
21, 24, 27, 50, 55, 55, 59, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, at
the rate of one each second!
.
At end of 15 seconds say:$
"STOP. Turn over the page to page 18. You will do the same
thing as "before "but with your eyes closed while we count "by
threes. First place your left hand on your hook, in order to
hold it firmly. (Showing) Next place your right hand with
pencil in position to draw. Now throw your heads up and "back
so that I can see your faces. Close your eyes and wait for the
signal. Remember to count and draw at the same time. Ready, GO
(Count as "before) (Allow 15 seconds)
"STOP. Open your eyes. Turn over the page to page 19. Attent
Notice the directions. 'In the circle "below draw as many small
diamonds as you can in the time allowed. J raw the diamonds as
small as the sample shown. Ready, GO."
( Allow 50 seconds)
"STOP. Notice the directions at the "bottom of the page. »The
next test is the last one. Everyone please try to do their
best. You will be required to cross out all the triangles in
a page of geometric figures. These triangles will be placed
in all manner of positions, but you are to cross out or draw a
line through every triangle. N w turn your booklet around so
that the fastened edge is away from you."
(Show method of turning)

'Turn over the page and come to attention. Ready, GO."
(While the observers are drawing, the examiner should
keep up a continual talking and urging. ) The proced-
" ure used was as follows
"Hurry up, I never saw such a slow "bunch of people in my life.
This is the last test and I want to get through with it as soon
as you do. Hurry up a "bit. Can't you go any faster. It
isn't hard to cross out triangles, the only trouble is that you
can't go fast enough. Please speed up a "bit. Don't look at
me, I want you to pay your "best attention to the triangles and
get theiu all crossed out. Pep up. We haven't all day to
do this is. You seem to think that we have plenty of time,
".ell we haven't. Hurry up. Speed up. Just a little bit
faster. Some of you are going altogether too slowly. All o
you can go ten times faster than you are now going. Hit it
up. Hurry. Please go a trifle faster. If this were a
matter of life and death you couldn't go fast enough. Remembe
that you will be considered a slow-poke if you did not finish on
time. You should finish before anyone else in the class is
half through. Ee sure to cross out e^rery triangle, but you
must work more rapidly. Hurry up."
(Allow one minute)
"STOP, Close your books.
Now I want you to check over some of the former tests. Turn
over your books to the front page. I want you to check over
the list of character traits on page one using the timing clock-
as at first. Please open your books to page one. Please
draw a circle around every parenthesis which precedes a trait

,— ^
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you are positive you possess. Be absolutely sure as to
your decision. When you finishm notice the clock and record
the time in the circle in the upper right hand corner of
the page. Ready, GO.
"
(Start clock at the same time. When all have
finished)
"Now turn over to page three. Again recheck the ones you
prefer "by drawing a circle around the word. It is not
wrong to change your previous decision tut you must "be sure
as to your decision this time. Watch your time as "before.
Ready, GO.
"
(Start clock. When all have finished)
"STOP. Record your time in the circle in the upper right
hand corner. Close your "books. Pass them towprds the
aisles so that I may collect them."
(After all books are collected and counted)
•That is all. Thank you."

CHAPTER VI
THE GROUP WILL-PROFX£E TEST

Cover page
38.
Write voui nfcine bore
_ .
_
-
-
F^jast Uiddle Initial -Las*
Date : 1920, "^hat ;y<£ 3/our class in school"
Have you ever fc^jn the Army Alpha Intelligence Test?
If so, ""hat was your score? _ _ _
DIRECTIONS
1, "Attention" always means "pencils up"*
2. Keep ycur pencils up-- until the examiner says "GO".
3. Listen closely to the directions for each test. Part
of this test is to see if you can follow directions
4 . £0 not ask any quest i ens
<
5. To not Idtfk in the direction of any other paper,
5. Keep your eyes on your o-vn ^ork.
7. Do not 1 turn the booklet over or turn any page
until you are told to do so.

19
r t -i rp
A. IL ^CH CI Tifc IGLLO'v/I>TG
OKL uTl&CH PAIR THAT YOU
PAKEHTECSI S II FROST OR
PAIRS OF TRAITS CHRCK )il
POSSi SS RAKR CHSUK I s
IHH 1 RAIT YOU POSSESS'.
( ) Careful? ( ) Careless?
/ —
\
?)
( ) Cautious?""
"FT Pq^V pqq? /
.1:. . - A /
( ) Amoit i ous? ( ) Unambitious?
V
( ) Punctual?
* f 7 Tardy?
( ) Accurate? ( ) Inaccurate.'
( ) Industrious?
( ) Vain? ( ) Rodest?
( ) Foresight ed? "( ") "liot ^Roresieht
ed?
( ) Enthusiastic?
( ) OUstinate? { ) 1 1 e i. cl i ng s
( ) Superior Intelligenc
ence?
( ) Superior Character? ( ) Inferior
Character?
( ) Good Memory?
( ) feff^confident ?
~~
"("")
"inferior Memory?
Forget ful?
'O "Self Distrustful?
( ) Impulsive?
( ) Orderly? ( ) iJisojrderly?
( ) Cheerful? "( ") "Gloomy?^
( ) Patient? y j xmpc?, o j. y xi
•
( ) Slow?
( ) Not Aggressive?
( ) Suggestible?., ( J Jfot ^Suggestible?
( ) S>'t_ravag ent^? « ^ _
( ) False?
( ) Holiest? ( _)
_Di_shonest ?
_ TIKE
( ) Sincere? ( ) Deceitful?
Rin.

70.
Again using the timing clock. Write on the first lx-J
in your best handwriting the following phrase:
•'UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS Record your time in the
"blank provided. Do nothing with the other lines until
told to do so. Wait for the signal before beginning
Mi nvt e s becoi:
4.
Mi n
,
Second
Kin "Seconds
Mi n
,
Second;
Mi n
,
Sec ond
Sec onds
I
71. >
Under:, ne the one *hic» you prefer in each case
in
t -u p series >iow, In case cf no pr^rence pie**.-
ynLrUne throat important . Not e the tu. ^en
you
finish.
violin nrcrsic piano music
/ v
Hamlet Macbeth f \
I t
S. strarberries raspberries. ( i
//4. Poe Kipling Hawthorne v
5. Orange marralade Baked Apple
5. Camphor Ammonia
?, Violet Heliotrope
8. wePith strength power
?„ health riches
10. literature science philosophy
11. French Spanish German
12. Latin Greek History
IS. -base-ball football tennis
14. basketball boiling
15. Dante Goethe Shakespeare
15. Cosmopolitan Red Book Atlantic Monthly
17. fountain pen pencil Eversh-rp
18. music sculpture painting drama poetry
10, peaches pears apples grapes cherries
20. Chrysanthemum lily dahlia carnation rose
21. figs dates raisins
22. Rembrandt Holbein litian Rubens lucres
23. bicycle automobile balloon air-plane motorcycle
24. temperance justice wisdom courage truth
25. lettuce cabbage radish olives pickles
1 JLJUi Mi nut es "

72.
:his i +• ©f your ilitv to copy or
Model A.
r
1. Imit -te rodel A as tepidly as you can. Use the lit*
bel ow
2. Imitate rodel A a a exactly as you can
rodel B«
3. Copy 1 odel I as well as you can. Chouse your own speed
#4. Nov/ copy rodel E as rapidly as you can.
j>. On the line below write in your own handwriting,
at your normal speed of writing the words" United
States of America."
JJulftfiSflT Of fUiKQK
72
3
4
5
7
8
9
to
11
12
Plate showing ca.rds used in Test
Suggestion ty length of lines.

74.
You will "be shown a series of cards e-ch of whzc:-i . 01.^.
two line** Tc'u are to note the relation of the line 01* _y^1
right to the ytfcer line and record your decision ssic^". ^
check mark ( aft ei t:nte:^ which applies in eaoh caje*
The rifehc hand line 11 alTtay* be numbered.
j.o.nger
sho rt i2 r
same
So Idr*a Koc S3 is longer
she rt e
r
same
short er
same
4. Line l*o . 4 is longer
shcrt 3r
same
§•„ Line Ho. B is long en
short er
^ame
5. Line No. 5 is long en
short er
same
7. Line Kb* 7 is longer
she rt er
sane
8» Line No, 8 is longer
shorter
same
9. Line No. 9 is longer
short er
same
10. Line No* 10 is lunger
short er
same
11. Line ho. 11 is longer
short er
same
12. Line Ho* 12 is longer
short er
same

Trace as many of these diamonds as you can in the time allowed.
Try to go at an easy and normal rate of speed. Do NOT HURRY and





73.
Pla.te illustrating card used in modification
of Aus sage test in Test 9.
I
70.
if;e v.-i.ir ftr.8W3J?c to the following questions 4a the
What kind of cigarettes iid you see?
Was there a boutie o-f three-in-one oil in the
pictjre?
_ _ _
_ _ _
c
Were there three or four "bottles of something good
to drink in the card?
Which of these three good thing to eat were there
the picture? Lread, cake, pie?
Remember the picture of the girl in the center of
the card. Did she have a book or a glar/e
in her hand?
Whpt kind of breakfast food was advertised in the
ilk after * ach. ~u £ cr. i o r.
Did the ooy i-i th
card have a cap or a hac on |iis head? _
Jaredc e-'3 "Wheat ?
Ha^e you answered the above questions to the
best of your ability?



81
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Seconds
.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
One minute and (+)
Seconds
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 45 45
•16 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 V7 58 59 6C
ITdiae the odor that you detected
Socouds
.
1 i 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
lc 17 18 IS LO 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 62 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
4 5 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
One Minute (+) and
Seconds
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 10 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 .25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
Name the qClOV that you detected,

82
Saconds-.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
JF hV Jj IV Pi Yl A Seconds
1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
Please write on the line below as quickly as possible the
words n United States of America" Get it all on the
line and write just as rapidly as you can.

Now copy the diamond "but change it so that it will not appear in
any way like the original. Do not change the length of the
lines. i^ake two trials if you wish.

84.
14

15
BLs:OZ 85.
SUi ST - .IrCi;
AT J- : -•
miotics the je directlorn for lest So. 15o
"This l.y a cent ox" coram m* sense. On the next page
you vill fi-uc questions like the f olXo^issg * 3&eL
question -VT.il be followed "by three answers , You are
to look at the answers carefully; then make a cross
before the best answer to each question, as in the
sample
SAiiPLI;. Ujy do we use sx-oves? because
a« they look H'sll,
X£„ they keep us waria
Cc they are black
H-re the seocnd answei is the best one and is mark
ed with a cross, oT.rr on the next ppge you are to
do the earn* thing as has been done in the sample-
Place a cross before the best answer to each question.
V/hen the signal is given turn T,hc page as rapidly af Jo*
can and come to f<tt ent i on . ( wit h your pencil up)

—SKLiFCT T 1TG I^ST REASONS. W«
Ire a cross before' the test answer to Bach qui
1. Cf>ts are t-jsjfui an&mals, because
ioy cat on tjj c e.C- j * J.X*
s« they are afraid of dogs,
cc "fthyy avc criminals leaked gtp*?
a .- x c p j ot eei scci et
y
b 8 tr gex even with them
Co to make them work
why is leabnei u^ed tor shoes? Lecause
a. it ig produced in all countries
tr it woa/'c well
c <• it is rx3 animal product
I* :Vv>.y judge a man by whab he does rather than ty what he saysij
r>.« Eeqaasc t'hat a man does ehowe what he really Is
b o 1 « ia 3 --: 6 it is wroi ig t o t e 11 a 1 i
e
c« because a deaf ajan cannot hear what is said
5. If ycu were asked what ? you thought of a person whom yor.
didn't a now , what would vou say?
a «. I will go ana get acquainted
t, I think he is all right
c . 1 ocn't know .aim and can't say.
5. Streets 3 re sprinkled in summer
p, to make it cooler
t.. bo keep the automobii es from skidding
o - to keep down dost
7, \7hat i°s wheat better f oof than 60 rn? Because
a. o it j s m r e nut r it i u s
b. it is mere expensive
c - it can te ground "ir.er
8. If a man who can't swim should fall into a river,, he should!
a, yell for help and t ry x iornmhle -oat
t.. aive to the bottom and crawl out
c. lie on hi? back and float
C. Vihft are electrical engineers highly paid?
a« their ability is much in demand
t. they have a college education
c - they wo rk 1 ng hou r s
.
10. Cotton fibre is" much used" for making cloth because
a, it gro^s all over tne south
t. it can be spun and woven
c. it is a vegetable product
11. If a man had a million dollars, he ought to
a* pay off the national debt
b. contribute to various worthy charities
Cc give it all to some poor man
12. Why do many peoples prefer automobiles to street cars- i*c&
a. an auto if made of higher grade materials
b. . an -ant omotil ? is mere convenient,
c «. street cars arc not as safe
15. The feathers on 9 bird's wings help him to fly because th
a., make a wide, light surface
te. keep the air off his body
c « keep t h e t*i ng 6 from coo long o f'f t 00 fa at
14. All traffic g 32 eg one way kepps to the same side of the
street because a. most people are right Safended
b,. the traffic policeman insists upon
. i- j v u i d;. . e j" wi h it? nnck.r, n "» J i -)nr,_

Now draw as many diamonds of the standard size (like the 1?
sample ) as ycu can while we count aloud "by threes. Everyone
must count and keep together with the examiner.

88. 18
Close your eyes and draw diamonds while we count again.
Try to draw diamonds of the standard size.

80
19.
In the circle below draw as many snail diamonds v
*b tn&se you have "been drawing) as you can in tii'
time allowed.
The next test is the last one, ^¥eryone please try to do
their best. You will he required to draw a line through all
the triangles in a page of geornoetic figures. These triangles
will "be placed in all manner of positions, hut you are to draw
a line through every triangle*
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CHAPTER VII
METHOD OF SCORIIU THE TEST

Reproduction of card upon which Will-Profile test results
are scored.
7. llame . Observer fto*7% • Total V.'iil Score-82
P. G« student. Army Score-B
JILL GROUP TEST PROFILE
(The above card contains a typical profile)
X. Checking of traits (I)
Z. Speed of Decision (XVI)
A. Freedom from Inertia (VI, VII)
B; Flexibility (II, IV)
C. Motor Inhibition (VIII.X)
D. Care for detail (IV)
E. Coordination of Impulses (XII
)
Ft Attention under distraction (XX)
G. Resistance to suggestion (V, IX, XI)
H. Originality ( XIII, XIV, XV)
I. Accuracy (VI )
J. Speed of movement (VI)
K. Speed of selection (III)
L. Motor Impulsion (XVII, XVIII)
Revi si cn( Assurance) (I)
0. Resistance to Emotional distraction (not used in
first form of t e-st
)

S •
TENTATIVE SCORING.
(Arranged from 55 records)
xt Checking of traits. (Downey test)
The time from test I . (First time not revision)
10. Under 50
"
9. 51" -S$"
8. 61" -70"
7. 71" -90"
8. 91" -110"
5. Ill" - 18o'"
4. Over 3 minutes.
(No records over this time)
Z. Speed of Decision.
Test XVI. (From A»*ny Scale)
The test is first scored "by means of a
stencil. The score is the number
completed minus the number wrong plus
six divided by two.
Score eauals No. attempted - Wrong plug 6
2
A. Freedom from Inertia.
Test VI and VII. The number of sides of
diamonds traced is here used as a basis. Each
completed diamond counts 4, No credit is given farr
less than one-half a side.
Score is determined "by dividing the number of
sides completed in VI "by the number of sides
''This rulric refers to the original score card (page 91). The
revised score card is whown on page 102.

92.
in VIII rouliplied Toy 4. This is necessary tecausi
the time limit in VI was four times that of VII.
Percentage eauals ITp of sides in V I
No. in VII times four
This percentage is then reduced to a score by the
following tatle:
10..20 - .29
9. .SO - .54
8/ .55 - .44
?. .45 - .64
6. .55 - .69
5. .70 - .80
4. .81 -1.00
5. Over 1.60
B. Flexitility. Modification of Downey test.
Tests II and IV.
Score is made up of the sum of four elements
5 points from IV-1. Rapid imitation of
lodel A scores 0, I, 2, cr 5 according to
Downey system.
2 points from IV -4 Kapid imitation of
ilodel E. scored 0, 1, or 2 according to
degree of excellence.
2> points from II 1-4 Score 4ine 4 for
amount of change from line 1; 0, 1, 2, or 3.
2 points for time from II.
If time for line 4 is less than twice time
for line 1, Score 2 ; If time is more
than twice tut leas than three line 1,
Score 1 ; If more than three times, Scored
Add the scores from these four elements to
make Flexitility score.

04.
Rapid Imitation Model A. Scored o.
Rapid Imitation Model A. Scored I.
^^^^
Rapid Imitation Model A. Scored 2.
Rapid Imitation Model A. Scored 3.
Standards for scoring Test IV -1

05.
C. Motor Inhibition (Retarded tracing)
Number of sides of diamonds traced in tests
VIII and X. The average is taken and
scores apportioned as, follows:
10. 1-4 sides
9. 5 - 6.9
8. 7 - 9.9
7.10 - 12 (inclusive)
6. 15 - 15 "
5.16 k ?0
4.21 - 20 "
1 . SI - 40 f
2.41 - 45 "
1.45 - 50 "
$. Over 50.
D. Care for detail. (Downey test)
Score IV.
-2 and IV -3. Careful imitations
of Models A. and B. Score each 5, 4, 3, 2,
1, or o, according to accuracy in details.
Note about fifteen details in the two imit-
ations, such, for example, as proper placing
of i-dot, form of t-bar, etc,, and penalize
one point for each two bad failures.
Add the scores from the two imitations for
total score.
E. Coordination of Impulses (Downey test with
modified scoring)
^est XII,
10. Successful. Space 0. K. Entire
T
05.
phrase on line
0. Not more than one-half letter over.
b - Space exceeded by not more than one letter
7. Space exceeded by not more than two letters.
3. By not more than two and one-half letters.
5. Ey not more than five letters
4. By from five to seven letters.
2>. Over seven letters.
2. More than one word left off or not on line
1. No attempt to get words on line. Writing too
large
5\ Attention under distraction.
Test XX. Scored by use of a stencil.
The number of omitted triangles counted, and the
number of triangles not completed counted.
The number of omitted triangles is multiplied
by two and added to the number not completed.
10. Five or less. 5. 21 - 40
0. 6 -10 4. 41 - 50
8. 11 - 15 5. 51 -50
?. 16 -20 2. 51 - 80.
6. 21 - JO 1. Failure to mark any,
G. Resistance to suggestion.
Tests V. IX, XI.
Deduct one for each error in V. An error is
counted for questions ?, 8, 0, 10 if not
marked "same" Deduct one if question
12 is not shorter.

Stencil for Test 20. A similar one constructed of
dark cardboard waa used in scoring.
Form of stencil used to correct Test 16.

1 Cat 8
BEGIU H£H£
onnnc ^od^ozj opono^d oqodo
ODD °/3Z70C iODOOC ^^UODDDC^O
o^nc 'DDqDOO' cog DOspuwvx, ^ .^^ww — .. OCDO
O ^OODUD^7 . )/7DOflDDO^aOQOO
onoonpv o\^nz7U/7ooaooq.io^
OD\AUOOUOO°Z7DOD0O^DODO^
o^anoanoo™'"^ ~
KTEiTSTIL FOR SC3RI2I3- TEST 20.
A Stencil for Test 20. A similar one constructed of
dark csrdfcoard was used in scoring.
B Form of stencil used to correct Test 16.
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Deduct one for question 4 of Test IX if not
marked "two ""neither " or "no"
Deduct one for question 6 of Test IX if not
"letter ""parasol" or "neither"
Deduct one if question A of Test XI is marked
"5 "
Deduct one if^in B of test XI, anything is
smelled.
Deduct one if^in C of Test XI
f
anything is
swelled.
H. Originality. ( The Bridges test)
Tests XIII, XIV, XV.
Deduct 0, 1, or 2 in Test XIII if drawing
is original, moderately original
,
or not
original.
Deduct 1 in Test XIV question 1 if a square
has "been drawn.
Deduct $,2 or 5 in Test XIV question 2.
0- if a figure or picture of non-geometrical
nature has "been drawn
2- if a geometrical figure other than a
square or circle has been drawn.
5.- if a square or circle has been drawn.
Deduct one each for responses in Test XV if
the opposites for the following words are
given. Black- Whit e( If white deduct one)
itlind- Body
Cause- Effect
Heaven- Hell
Man - Woman

nnj •? •
I. Accuracy. Test VI. (Based on same principle as
. recording of "Whipple's Mirror Drawing Test)
The last three diamonds drsrwn are scored for
errors. An error in a "going away "from the line
When there is no attempt to keep on the line
three errors to a side are allowed.
10. 1-4 errors 5. No scores this low
9. 5-8 (~ Space allowed for
8. 9-12 expansion of scale to
7. 13 - 15 younger observers)
6. 17 - 25
J. Speed of movement. Test VI.
Score of number of sides drawn.
10. Over 45 sides
o 34 - 44
8. £0 - 33
7. 25 - 29
3. 20 -24
5. 16 -19
4. 13 -15
3. 10 -12
2. 7-9
1. Less than 7.
K. Speed of Selection. Test III.
Score s "based on seconds needed to finish page
the first time attempted.
Id. Belov 50
"
9. 51" - 50"
8. 61"
— 70"

100.
7. 71" 4 90"
6. 91" - 100"
5. 101" - 120" (Two minutes)
4. 120" - 150"
5. All over 150"
L. Hot or Impulsion. Tests and XVIII.
Allow six points for number of diamonds drawn,
using the average of T est s Till and XVIII for
the scoring. Two sides of diamond counted as i
0. Six and over
5. 4 -5
4. S
3. 2
2. 1
1. Less than one.
Allow four points on the drawing of the diamonds
in XVIII ancording to a scoring dertted from the
Yerkes-Bridges Point Scale. (See next page)
M. Revision. Test I. Number of parentheses .circled
minus the number of dhanged decisions.
26
• 5* mm
9. 22-24 4. 9-12
8. 20-21
s# 7 _8
7
-
16-19 2. 5-3
6
-
15
-^ 1. 0-4
0. Resistance- to Emotional distraction. (Taken
from Pressey's Group Test for the emotions.
An insufficient number of records prevents
a method of scoring.


K / i
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Revised form of record card.
10
b
7
,j,
Test No.2_ Name
Age_ 24 Scholastic rank_
^L' J?~ _ Total Scored
1
*-/
4
#X
X.
j
'
|
1
^
J E C D B F G K I ff K L M II P
Numbers refer to Revised
A. Speed of movement (VI
)
B. Freedom from Inertia (VI,VII)
C. Flexibility (II, IV)
D. Checking of traits (I).
1. Speed of Decision (XIV)
(Common sense cBioice)
F. Speed of Select ion( III
)
(Preference)
G. Motor Impulsion (XVII, XVIII)
K. Resistance to Suggestion
(V, IX, X, XI 1 1
-p.)
Group Will-Proflie
J
I. Originality (XI~a,XII .Xlll-b)
J. Revision (Confidence) (XX)
K. Attention under distraction
(XIX)
L. Motor Inhibition (VIII)
M. Care for detail (IV)
N. Accuracy (VI)
0. Coordination of Impulses( XI_b)
P« Resistance to Emotional
distraction (XV, XVI)
t For Revised form of Group Wili.p rofil e see Appendix.
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CHAPTER VIII
RESULTS A1TD CONCLUSION
The worth of any test which is designed to measure
an ability depends upon its effectiveness as a measure of
the ability of quality which is to be tested. Experimental
evidence points to the fact that the Group Will-Profile
Test, developed as a result of this investigation, is a
reliable measure of the will-t>attern.
One result of the experiment is the development
of the method of scoring suggested in the preceding chapter
(pages 91-102). The paucity of observers raaices this method
only tentative; 56 is too small a number upon which to base
extended conclusions. With more observers it is hoped
eventually to secure norms which will be of standardized
value.. The tests have been scored according to the method
suggested and the results will be found on pages 104-105.
There are fifteen elements to the test (sixteen in the
revised) each of which is scored on a oasis of ten. The
total score is found by adding the scores of the fifteen(or
sixteen) elements. Out of a possible 150 the highest total
score was 131, the lowest ??, and the median 105. This is
not surprisingly high when one considers that the observers
were generally of a higher level of intelligence than the
average population. They were entirely University students
and faculty members.
Aether this total score is indicative of general
lili capacity is a .natter for further and ,ore thorough in-
vestigation. The loweat 800res v,ere ^ ^ ^

104.
CUMULATIVE DATA SHEET SHOWING SCORKS 1£ADE IN DIFFERED PARTS OF
WILL PROFILE TEST BY ALL OBSERVERS.
SERVER. X Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M toila:
1 5 7 9 5 S 5 8 6 5 7 9 5 8 10 - 9S
2 6 4 10 4 5 5 6 7 9 6 4 5 5 9 • 85
S 8 5 10 9 9 7 8 9 8 9 10 7 6 8 9 12 S
4 5 5 7 5 10 6 L0 8 9 8 9 8 7 7 4 - 108
5 7 7 7 5 4 7 4 7 4 8 6 5 8 4 - 84
6 5 7 10 8 S 9 5 4 9 2 5 8 4 9 88
7 6 6 9 8 1 4 5 7 S 2 8 7 7 6 4 - 8S
8 6 7 7 5 5 8 10 7 4 S 9 5 5 5 10 - 101
9 —
• 10 rt 2 5 9 9 8 7 e 6 5 - 00
10 8 8 8 8 © 8 9 10 5 7 10 4 7 9 4 - 115
11 6 8 6 8 10 7 10 8 5 4 8 5 9 4 110
12 7 o Q 10 6 4 7 9 8 6 9 7 8 8 9 - 116
13 10 9 8 9 9 7 8 10 7 9 9 9 10 8 9 5 lol
14 7 7 8 9 8 £ o 8 5 S 7 6 7 9 6 - 105
15 5 6 5 6 2 1 4 6 4 5 7 8 7 5 7 79
16 9 7 10 4 10 5 10 9 4 5 10 S 7 7 6 - 110
1? 5 8 8 7 8 4 10 9 5 2 6 10 9 7 9 108
18 9 6 9 6 10 1 8 5 6 4 8 9 7 4 n M 101
19 6 8 9 7 8 1 S 8 S S o 5 4 5 5 4 89
20 5 7 10 5 S 9 1C 8 7 •7, a 7 S 5 8 4 100
21 Cm 8 7 10 5 o 10 10 7 8 9 7 8 10 9 126
22 9 8 7 r>I 7 6 7 8 5 S 8 5 7 5 S • 100
22> 9 8 7 10 8 9 10 8 7 5 8 7 7 7 10 1 CO
24 7 7 7 s 5 5 2 8 6 3 7 8 5 5 9 r- 92
2b 8 8 6 7 8 8 7 8 5 4 8 7 9 7 4 n 106
26 9 8 10 6 10 10 10 8 8 4 9 5 9 8 6 «- 120
21 9 7 8 5 n 4 10 5 8 8 7 9 8 5 4 M 107
28 8 8 2 6 7 5 10 9 10 9 8 10 9 8 4 , US
29 10 6 7 5 6 7 w 7 7 4 <7i 8 7 5 8 102
SO 8 6 7 5 7 6 8 5 6 7 9 S 7 nt 8 _ 104
SI 8 5 5 7 5 1 8 6 8 7 7 10 7 9 4 99
S2 5 6 7 4 9 4 10 8 7 4 9 5 8 5 4 06
SS 5 7 8 S 10 5 4 5 8 7 10 5 6 8 8 101
S4 10 10 10 s 10 5 8 10 »71 4 9 S 9 9 4 114
S5 10 5 7 1 9 4 4 8 8 6 8 10 4 7 9 101
w W 8 9 s 9 7 10 7 7 5 8 8 8 7 5 - 108
o? 10 1C o> 9 9 9 10 10 9 S 8 9 i g 1 - 107
So 8 7 3 1 £ 7 5 7 5 5 8 5 5 9 9 - CO
S9 10 9 8 9 8 8 7 7 8 5 8 9 6 10 10 - 125
40 10 7 8 5 5 4 5 8 7 1 8 8 7 8 5 - 98
41 7 9 8 5 o 2 10 8 9 10 9 7 6 7 4 - 112
42 9 7 9 9 5 7 10 8 9 8 10 2 8 6 9 - 117
4S 10 8 10 5 6 5 10 10 7 6 9 5 9 7 5 - US
44 9 9 8 5 4 8 7 7 10 8 8 5 7 9 8 - 107Art «- Qo aO 7 d 5 2 5 8 5 2 8 7 7 7 4 8445 7 7 8 6 8 5 7 8 5 4 o 7 5 7 6 101
47 7 8 9 5 4 9 10 10 7 8 10 8 10 6 5 118
48 7 8 7 7 7 8 5 8 5 5 9 7 5 6 4 9849 10 7 7 6 10 6 10 10 7 S 9 7 5 7 9 US50 7 9 8 4 6 S 8 7 5 S 7 ?1 9 8 9 10051 10 8 8 5 6 4 10 8 6 s 8 9 9 6 «~\ 102
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DATA SHEET ( Co nt i nu ed
)
OBSERVER X Z A B C r» E F G H I J K L M TOTAL
52 8 9 9 5 8 5 10 7 4 S 10 4 9 7 1 99
53 8 8 8 7 9 7 8 8 7 9 5 8 5 8 107
54 8 9 8 8 8 o 9 3 7 4 10 5 g 7 1 108
55 8 9 9 6 9 4 e 3 8 4 g 4 10 • 8 109
53 9 8 9 7 3 5 7 9 3 9 S 5 7 8 10 110
Median total score 106.
Lowest total score j|9.
Highest total score 131
Ibfc 114
2b% 98
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were known to be of relatively low volitional capacity. Onen
observer, for example, was of the trusting, easily influenced
type. She endeavored to obey the examiner promptly without
resisting in any way. An immature naivete characterized her
reaction to the test. Another observer (No. 15) with a
low score (total-79) admitted that he was emotionally dis-
turbed. He happened to take the test not long after the
loss of a member of the family and could not concentrate nis
efforts. He was particularly unsuccessful in tracing the
diamonds at a slow rate of speed. This suggests that the
test might be influenced by emotional disturbances. The
scores of Test XVI and XVII (Revised test) "Resistance to
emotional distraction" should indicate to what extent the ob-
server could be so influenced. It is unfortunate that
these tests were included too late to secure comparable
result s.
The highest scores were made by aggressive, forceful
observers. Observer Ho. 21 (score JU86) is a quick, art.
istically inclined individual. He is emphatic in his
thought and movements. His profile is lowest in freedom
from inertiai care for detail, originality, and speed of
affective selection, although in no instance do these traits
fallibelow the upper third (from 10 to ?) of the profile.
The profiles of observers IT©. 2o ( total-122), N
. 5?
(totai-107) and No. 59 (total-125 ) are characterized by a
high level throughout. An three of these individuals are
even tempered, yet aggressive and forceful. According to
the Army scale they possess a superior quality of intelligence
( 167, 190, 208.)

10?
CORRELATION OP TOTAL WILL SCORE WITH RESULTS OF ARMY ALPHA
INTELLIGENCE EXAMINATIONS.
flank Rani: Difference r>2
6 88 112 25 26 0.
7 8s 110 £8 29 1 1.
12 118 185 4 S 1 1.
IS 1S1 151 1 8.5 7.5 55.25
T A 10 S 111 15 2715 12.5 155.25
lo rift79 145 29 18
.
11 121.
IS 110 165 8.5 6 2.5 5.25
T ©J.V o rby 1 /I c145 25
.
2S.5 1-5 2 .25
JLvU 19 .
5
19 .5 .25
PI 1 OA lO JL 2 8 .5 6.5 42.25
PO>c v i r>o 14c 16 • 5 1 -> . 5
o ( 1UX Ton187 IS- 11 121.
oo lo4 24 . 21 S o- *
^,0vv OftB.c08 S 1 2 4.
Af\ I/O TEE155 12 10 .5 110.25
Al no 160 7 10 .5 S.5 12.25
117 inn1S2 5 22 17 289.
A 0. 1 1 nlie 150 5 15 9 81.
A A44 1 Ami107 182 IS 4 9 81.
40 84 115 27 27 S 9.
AO 101 154 18 IS 5 25.
98 160 22 .5 10.5 12 144.
50 100 152 19.5 14 5.5 SO .25
51 102 111 15.5 27.5 11 121.
52 99 1 (\A oi 7 1 A14 19 o
.
5S 107 1S6 IS 20 7 49.
£4 108 171 11 5 6 S6.
55 109 148 10 13.5 5.5 42.25
£6 110 129 8.5 2S.5 15 225.
Sum 1)2 1960. eo
Coefficient of correlation by Spearman 1 3 Method of feiik-Llfference
is according to the formmla, q= 1 . - x m 6yl06016
n(n*- l) 29x840
- 1 - .48 or a correlation coefficient of .52
The median of the Armfr Alpha scores for the 29 cases used in
the above table was 150, for the Will Scores- 10S.
A correlation coefficient of .52 would indicate that
there is some positive correlation between the two tests.
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An examination of page 107 will show that a fairly-
high positive correlation of plus .52 exists between the Army
Alpha test and the total score of the Group Will-Profile test.
This is a considerable increase over the correlation of plus .15
found "by Downey in a similiar number of cases.
The complexity of the character pattern with the
intelligence level is remarked by Downey. The intelligence
level is always a factor in estimating the worth of a particular
combination of traits. The "hair-trigger" organization or the
violently aggressive one, which may be exceedingly valuable if
joined with high intelligence, may be very dangerous if intell-
igence runs low. The utilization of the will- profile in
conjunction with intelligence tests proves enlightening. It
indicates at once the reason why individuals rating much higher
than others on the intellectual side often fail to achieve as
great a success as those who excel them in motor impulsion,
tenacity, or general aggressiveness. On the other hand, an
individual of somewhat inferior intelligence may in some measure
overcome his handicap if he be endowed with a great degree of
tenacity. Downey cites cases in which an individual of high
intelligence (test ratings) tut with low volitional capacity is
outdone by a second individual of lower intelligence but higher
volitional capacity.
In an attempt to ascertain the correspondence of the
-roup Will-Profile test with personal estimates several instructor
in the University of Illinois were asked to rnte certain observer*
upon the traits constituting the Profile. Some difficulty was
experienced due to a misunderstanding of the terms uses. A rev> si
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ion of the quest i onairre is suggested "below:- ( Further revis
ion in the manner of grouping is necessary. /II similiar or
related factors should "be grouped together. The present
arrangement is in accordance with the order on the score card)
Please rate the following individuals and score them
under each trait on the basis of ten. ( 10-highest
,
0- lowest.) Do not mark anyone unless you know them.
A. Speed of movement
,
Is the individual quick or slow in natural
movements? Is he active or sluggish?
B. Freedom' from Inertia.
Can he maintain a high speed of movement
without apparent effort? Is it hard for
him to get started? Is he quick or slow in
"warming up" ?
C Flexibility.
Can he change his way of thinking or acting?
Is he a good imitator? Is he a good actor?
Is he changeable? Would you call him
versnt ile?
D. Speed of decision (PERSONAL FACTOR)
Can he decide natters in which he is himself
concerned rapidly or does he deliberate?
E. Speed of Choice ( COMMON SE1TSS)
Does he quickly see the practical vrlue of hi
choice? Does he use practical motives for
his choice? Can he decide quickly between
several alternatives from a practical point
of view?

"""
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F. Speed of -Decision ( AFFECT IVI: REACTION)
Does he decide quickly to do a thing which he
prefers? If he were given several pleasant
things to choose from ™ould he choose quiclcly
or deliberately? Is he impelled to act on
the basis of likes and dislikes or by ration-
1
mot ives?
G. Hot or Impulsion.
Does he have the ability to impel his muscles
to act regardless of distraction?
H. Resistance to Suggestion.
Is he easily swayed "by the opinions of others?
Easily influenced?
I
.
ginality
.
Would you consider him original in designing
or invention? Does he follow the common
track or does he (ffiffer from others in his
thought ?
T
J • Revision (Confidence or Assurance)
Is he confident of his own opinion? Will he
change a judgment easily?
( Stultornness is not to be considered here)
K. Attention under distraction.
Does he persistently attend am assigned task
regardless of urging or distraction? 77 uld
you consider that he posesses a strong or
week power of attention? Does he mind his
"business?
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L. Motor Inhibition.
Can he control his muscles as well for slow
work as he can urge therm to fast ^ork? Can
he inhibit as ?:ell as impel muscular action?
M. Care for detail.
Is the individual careful, especially in
writing? Does he notice minor details?
Is he careful about small things?
Accurate.
Would you consider him accurate in following
the directions of another? Does he endeavor
to do exactly as he is told to do?
^. Resistance to emotional distraction.
Is he easily stayed by emotions? To gruesome
details affect him?
Cn the following pages (pages 113-114-115) will be
found profiles comparing the results of the test with personal
estimates. In the case of observers 5, IS, 19, and 20, the
instructor was uninformed re to the exact meaning of the terms
involved. This naturally hindered his estimate of the observer!
In 57 and 21 the judgments were made by individuals familiar
with the test. The results here are a combination of three
estimates and seem a fairer basis of comparison than the others.
It will be noted that they conform rather closely to the test
scores. Observers 13 and 20 have a comparatively high test
score as compared with personal estimates. This is doubtless due
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to knowledge of the experiment. They belong- to the original
group taking the test and the completed test was mainly
repetition to them.
It is to "be regretted that more personal estimates
were not obtained for comparison with test results. In one
case an observer, No. 5 (page lis) was asked to rate himself on
the traits of the Wiii*Pr«*iit. His opinion shows a striking
resemtl ?nce to the test score. The judgments passes by Individ
uals upon themselves might be utilised to some e::tent in
modifying, standardizing, and revising the test. Possibly the
list of character traits should be revised as to be of value
in this connection. This, however, does not seem feasible
as many observers are influenced by self-consciousness, modesty,
or desire to succeed in the test, rather than by honest opinions
of themselves.
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Observer No. 43. A Senior in D . A. * S, Total Will Score 131
1
<
§ B C D E 1 G HIJKLMNOP
m
— Group Will Profile
^ Personal estimates (instructors)
Personal opinion of the observer himself.
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Observer No, 1?. Junior in L. A. * S. Total Will Score $9
i
I
i
—
\v
X-4c
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—
i
A' B O P E P G HI JKLiiNOP
— Group Will Profile
—
~ Personal estimates (instructors)
Observer No. 20 Junior in L. A. * S Total Will Score 100
—L
\
\
\j
—
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i
,—
i
ABCDUFG HI JKLliNCP
Group Will Profile
Personal estimates (instructors)
mm
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Obs en/ er No
. 3? A graduate student Total Will Score 10?
10
c
6
7
5
/
\—
i ( •; f-
—
a
/
i
i 3 ——
^
'< >> 1 v — <= 9C—v
\
} K _^ f—
i
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1
10
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n
Group Will Profile
Personal estimates (combine* from estimates of instructor,
experimenter, and a graduate student)
Observer No. 23 A young faculty member Total Will Score 122
—
—3 a 1
/
k
s *==^/
h
S -H
v
*
3
f
D 5
i
F "5
1
II i' J 1r -\b zE—
M
I
Group Will Profile
Personal estimates (combined from estimates of instructor,
experimenter and a graduate student)
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In conclusion we may summarize as follows:—
1. Prom ancient to modern times, the tern; will has been inter-
preted "by authorities in many differing ways according to
the point of view of the writer.
2. Theee is an evident need for a standard, w»ll-,fermulat ed
definition of the term
-sill
3. The Downey T»:ill Profile is a valuable attempt toward securing
a delineation of the will qualities but its individual nature
suggests that its value would be enhanced by adapting it for
use with groups.
4. In adapting the Downey test for use with groups, certain
modifications ana additions have been deemed advisable;
stressing other factors than handwriting skill and adding
portions or modified forms of the Eridges, Rossolimo, Whipple
rnd Press ey tests.
5. It is suggested that certain pacts of the Group Will-Profile
test may be used to advantage with illiterate, foreign, and
young subjects.
6. The Group Will-Profile test has itself seemed in need of
revision and some such revision has been attempted.
7. The method of scoring is only tentative and c^n not be
considered of value until some two hundred or more scores
have "been added.
8. More observers are needed from the younger group of people and
from those whose degree of intelligence does not attain the
University level.
9. The test after further revision should be administered to
of noted success oft administrative ability and to men who
men
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are failures. Observers of different ages, of differing
social status, and of different nationality, should also be
tested. If the test correlates highly •"-•ith kno Tm facts in
such cases, it is worthy of further use and application.
10.Additional correlations with the Army and other intelligence
scales should "be worked out.
ll.iLore personal estimates should "be secured and used to check th
results of the test. Combined estimates have been found of
more value than the estimate of a single individual.
l£.The test seems worthy of further study and experimentation
along the lines mentioned above. The writer of this thesis
realizes that his work has been merely the beginning of a vast
amount of experimentation with the test leading to still
further modification. It is to he hoped that future
experimentation may arrive at more definite conclusions than
has the present work.

APPENDIX
SUGGESTED REVISION OF THE GROUP WILL-PROFILE TEST

1.
APPENDIX.
A SUGGESTED REVISION OF THE GROUP WILL-PROPI L3 TEST
.
The results obtained from 53 observers led to the
omission of Tests X and XIX, the inclusion of the Presssy test,
and changes in certain tests. The score card is also re-
vised to accord with the revised test. (See page 102.)
The tests of the revision way V.e compared with the
original as follows:
Revised Number of Test Original Number of Test
I I
II (without timin
LZ± Ill for 2 and s)IV IV
v V
VI
VII VII
vixi V1ii
« :::::::::::::::
u
ii
yj XI-B and C,XII,D
YVr XIII and XIIJB
Y?" xivXllI Y
XIV ... . -----
1
a.A. xv
XVI
vyj -ressey test, A
XV p
y£ll Presssy test, E
•'VJ.l
_ _ . V57-TTXVII
^lil XVIIIXIX
^ XXI or revision
of I

ii
• Cover page
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.
Write youi nfe.me hore ..
i'jfrist i..:iddie Initial I©, at
Date
_
1920- What p§ your class in schecl''
Have you ever t.aken the Array Alpha Intelligence Test?
If so, what wag your score?
_ _
,«
DIRECTIONS
Ad - - _
1. "Attention" always means "pencils up".
2» Keep ycur pencils up- until the examiner says "GO".
3- Listen closely to the directions for each t est . Part
of this test is to see if you cp.n follow directions,
4 » Co not a si: r.ny questions
5. Po not look in the direction of any other paper.
5. Keep your eyes on your o _vn work,
7. Do not ^ turn the booklet over or turn any page
until you are told to do so.
l/±in. Sec.

A.
iii
.
C-l GLx TjSoT . j 1 •
IN ^ACH CI TIL FOLLOWING PAIRS OF TRAITS 0H3OK TRA
OIL OI23XCH PAIR THAT YOU POSSESS, J.AER CHECK I 5 "HE
PARDHTHESIS II FRONT OR THR TRAIT YOU ROSSSSF.
Careful?
Caut ious?
Ambitious?
Punctual?
Ac curat e?
Indust rious?
Vain?
Foresight ed?
Enthusiast ic?
OUstinate?"
Superior Intelligence"
Superior Character?
Good Memory?
ferf-confident
?
Trnpulsive?
~"
Qrderly?
Cheerful?
Patient?"
&uick?
Aggressive?
Sugg est i"bl_e?
Sxt_rayag ent_?
Truthful?
4- Hon o gt ?
Inferior Intelligence?
Inferior Character?
Inferior Memory?
Forgetful?
'Self Distrustful?
Deliberate?
Disorderly?
Gloomy?
Impat i ent ?
_Slpw?_
_Not _A%g re s s ive ?
_Not _Sugge st i "h1 e ?
JThr^ftv?
Falsa?
) Sincere? Deceitful? lain

2.
Again using the timing clock. Write on
the fire-
in your best handwriting the following
phrase-
Diversity of Illinois ». Record you* time n the
provided. Lo nothing with the other lines
unt.
told tl Z so. Wait for the signal before beginning
Minutes ,.__Secono
—
Min.
_
_
Seconds
4.
5.
Min. Second

3.
Underline the one which you prefer in each case in
the series below, in case of no preierence
pleas*
underline the most important. Note the t-uswa when y
fimsh.
1. violin mrsio piano music
2 Ha. ra1 et 2fe.Cbet h
3. strawberries raspberries
«
4. Poe Kipling Hawthorne
5. Orange marmalade Baked Apple
5. Camphor Ammonia
?. Violet Heliotrope
8. wealth strength power
?„ health riches
10. literature science philosophy
lie French Spanish German
12. Latin Greek History
IS. baseball foot or 11 tennis
14. basket hall bowling
15. Dante Goethe Shakespeare
15. Cosmopolitan Red Book Atlantic monthly
17. fountain pen pencil Eversharp
18. music sculpture painting drama poetry
10. peaches pears apples grapes cherries
20. Chrysanthemum ' lily dahlia carnation rose
21. figs dates raisins
22. Rembrandt Holbein fitian Rubens I if res
25. bicycle automobile balloon air-plane motorcycle
24. temperance justice wisdom courage truth
25. lettuce cabbage radish olives picl'les

.'his is a test *£ your ability to qpiy or ra
Model A.
^—
^
/V7
/
^-7 ^ /^
1. Iinit -te yodel A as rapidly as you can. Use the line
"bel ow
2. Initiate ]' odel A as eicaetiy as you can
I'odel
9y
3. Copy ] odel I as well as you can. Choose your own speed,
#4. Nov/ copy Model B as rapidly as you can.
p. On the line "below write in your own handwriting,
at your rnornal speed of writing the words" United"
States of America .
"
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.
You will be. shown a series ?f cards each, of which ;or.ia
two lines* are i, o note the relation of the line 01* v-" ;
right to the ?ther line and record your decief.or oel-cw. 1 a..<r^
check mart ( aft/ei t hot e raj *hioh Applies -In each Cj&»e
The right hand line -ill always oe numbered t
sho rt 3 r
same
•A 2c liXXis 3fa« 2 is longe-
shcrt or
same
S» 1-i no So, o is longer
short e ?
same
4- Line &o. 4 is longer
sho rt 3r
same
5,. Lino Uoo r> is .Longer
short er
same
5. Line No, 5 is ionge/-
short er
same
7. Line Ko« 7 is longer
sh e ft o r
sane
8. Line No- 8 is longer
shorter
same
9» Line No » is longer
short er
so,me
10. Line Ho. 10 is lunger
short er
same
11- Line Ho\1.U is longer
short er
same
12- Line No. 12 is longer
short er
same
I
viii
.
Trace as many of these diamonds as you can in the time
allowed. Tr# to go at an easy and normal rate of speed.
Do not hurry and do not slew down



X. B

xi
.
9
V/.rih^s "-.Lir ar.swjrt ii the following questions. ±Zi l":±-i
b it *i_ aft er x-a.ch <_tt e cx I on
.
L. Id d Lhe "ooy in the upper right hand corner of the
card have a cap or a hac on head? ^ _ _ _ _ >
2* What kind of cigarettes ii'd you see? . _
2 . Y/as there a coutie of throe- in-one oil in the
pictjre?
_
__
o
4. Were there three or four "bottles of something good
to drink in the card? ___________
5. Which of these three good thing to eat were there in
the picture?, Liead, cake, pie?
5,. Remember the picture of the git-1 in the center of
the card. Did she have a book or a glonre
in her hand? _______________
7. What kind of breakfast food was advertised in the
^ifiUiJSg. M| u;r Shredded Wheat?
8 «. Have you answered the above questions to the
best of your ability?
_

xii. j
10
oeconds
.
A. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
^ A14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51 Do 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
One minute and (+)
Seconds
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 i% 45
46 -17 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
1 the odor that you detected
B
<
Seconds.
1 i 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
IS 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
A O4 6 44 45
45 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
One .iinute (+) and
Seconds
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 XC 13 X'w
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
~« A24 25 26 27 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 A O 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 Do 59 60
Name the guo r that you detected.
C Seconds
1 #-> 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 .
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 C ft58 59 60
..
^
Name the
.
that you detected.
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Now draw the diamond "but change it so that it will not appear
in any way like the original. Do not change the length of
the lines. ^a.ke two or more trials.
Please write on the line below as quickly as possible
words " United States of America" Get it all on t
line aHi write just as rapidly as you can.
\\


A. 12345678
B. CHi-IfcSE
BLACK
CAUSE
liAU
HEAVEN
f
«
1
V v v If i 1 t) f. f. f 1 % v
notice these directions for I;^ ho. -
"T jij. e •? y a. t est of common sense , On the next page
you will £%n£ quest iane like the following-.. Sach ,
question wiH. be foliowe-d by tares answers. You are
to look at the answers carefully; then make a cross
"before the best answer to each question, as in The
sample °
SAMPLE; Vihy do we use shoves? cause
a.-, they look well.
they keep us warm
Cc xhey are black
H^re the second answer is the best one ana is mark
ed with a cross,, ~<To t; t on the next page you are to
do the same thing a.s has been done in the sample -
Place a cross before the best answer to each question.
V/hen the signal is given turn the page '->s rapidly as Jro
can and come to attention- (with your pencil up)

*vi.
ftH&FCT TIG L^ST RTC^3GITS. ' """EFT
Make a cross before the "best answer to each quee
1. Cats are useful an&mals s because
they .i at ch mice
fc. they are gentle
C. they are afraid of dogs*
*i« wh^y arc criminals leaded up v
a • t o p - bt ect s o c i et y
b, tc even with them
Co to make them work
§,* Why is leather used for shoes? Le cause
a- it is produced in all countries
tc- £% ^arc well
c« it is an actual product
4 r Why judge a man by whab he does rather than by what he ?•
a« Because that a man does shows what he really
bo Because it is wrong to tell a lie
C Because a deaf man cannot hear what is said
5. If ycu were aired what s you thought of a person whom
didn't Axiov, what would you say?
a. I will go ana get acquainted
b, 1 think he is all r^.ght
c I acn't know him and can't say.
5, Streets are sprinkled in summer
p e to make it cooler
b. . to keep the automobiles from skidding
c. to keep down dust
7. Vhat i's wheat better foot' than corn? Because
3,, it is more nutritious
b. it is more expensive
c, it can be ground finer
8. If a man who can't srwira should fall into a. river, he she
a. yell for help and try io scramble -out
b. . di^e to the bottom and crawl out
c. lie on his back and float
9. V»*hy are electrical engineers highly paid?
a. their ability is much in demand
b. they have a college education
c - they work long hours..
10. Cotton fibre is" much used for making cloth because
a- it grows a.ll over the south
b. it can be spun and woven
c. it is a. vegetable product
11. If a man had a million dollars, he ought to
a - pay off t h e nat i ona 1 d ebt
b. contribute to various worthy Charities
c, give it all to some poor man
IS. Why do many peonies prefer automobiles to street cars';
a. an mto is made of higher grade materials
b~ an automobile is more convenient
Cr street cars ore not- as safe
15. The feathers on p bird's wings help him to fly beoaus*
a, 'make a. w.'.ee, light surface
to„ keep the air off his body
c. keep the wing a from coolong off too fast
14. All traffic going one way kepps to the same side of th
street because a. most people are right handed
be the traffic policeman insists u;
it avoids confusion and col 1? si'
v.
xvii .
In the following paragraph there are some extra words. You
are to reed through the paragraph and cross out all the
extra words. Work as fast as you can.
This evening's the "Herald" says that the Milton prop-
erty east of Srd Street was sold this morning to Smith and
Cooper out of Chicago. It seems that is Smith has teen, for
some time, looking- for a good poor piece of land in the business
heart part of town upon tock which he might Tsui Id another "boat
of his chain of 10/ stores. The local railroad firm of Whitaker
and Carpenter has taken the contract. The new store will Toe a
two clock long with a front current of seventy feet on both
Third and Fourth Streets. The floors from the fourth down to the
eighth are being planned for offices. Already most of the air
space on the fourth floor varnish has been taken. One of the
firms intending to move to this old building- is the wellknown
house of Cteinway and Grand. We trust the firm may of Smith
and Cooper may be successful in their hunting venture.
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In the following paragraph there pre some extra words. You are
to read through the paragraph and cross out all the extra
words just 8S you did in the previous test. Work as fast as
you can.
In the past time the most horrible and terrible forms
of punishing crime were far cofcmon. Taunton tells many of an
execution for treason under the most cruel and revolting in
conditions. The man was hanged for three minutes, then, when
his struggling wits began to decrease, was cut down, stripped,
and his abdomen wide slashed open. The brain entrails were then
jerked out and they held up before the crowd that had gathered
after to watch the execution all while the man groaned and
shriekdd in agony. The writer says story that his heart was next
ripped out and that it continued to at beat thins exposed for a
full hour minute. The body was then cut in four sixth pieces
and the pieces dragged but by soldiers on horseback through
the country houses along the four main side roads as a warning
to other few wrongdoers, the horrible masses of flesh still
warm and not dripping with blood.

xix. 17.
Now draw as many diamonds of the standard size (like
the sample below) as you can while we count aloud by threes.
Everyone must count and keep together with the examiner.
\
XX.
18
Close your eyes and draw diamonds as in the previous test.
Wa will count as "before. Try to draw diamonds of the
standard size.
Directions for test 19.
The next test is the last one. Please try to do
your test. You will te required to dtfaw a line through all
the triangles in a page of geometric figures. These triangles
M'ill te placed in all manner of positions, "but you are to draw
a line through every triangle.

19
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20.
Turn "back to Test One and check over the list of character
traits. Draw a line around the parenthesis is front
of each trait that you are positive you possess.
Kote the time it takes you to finish and record it in
the circle in the upper right-hand corner of the page.
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